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Due to rising swine flu concerns USD's most popular six-week
summer program has been relocated from Guadalajara to Madrid.
CHRISTINA WOODWARD

STAFF WRITER
Students from the Univer
sity of San Diego pack their
bags each summer and travel
to Guadalajara, Mexico for six
weeks. This summer the program
will be headed to Madrid, Spain
instead of Guadalajara, Mexico.
The recent outbreak of swine flu
has scared many students and
faculty about going to Mexico
this summer. Students that had
registered for the program and
paid their fees dropped out with
the outbreak of swine flu.
Swine flu is not the only
reason students do not feel com-

fortable going to Mexico.
"The current state of Mex
ico's drug trafficking problems
is what scares me about living
in Mexico for six weeks," said
senior Jaimarie Sutherland. De
spite changes to the itinerary, she
thinks it is a good thing. "I am sad
that I won't be able to experience
the places I would have gotten to
visit in Mexico, but I think that
Spain is an even better opportuni
ty to experience different things."
Not all students agree.
"What's the point of packing my
bags for six weeks in Madrid,
coming home for a month and
returning again for the fall?" said
sophomore Vivi Rojas. Now that
the program is in Madrid,
she is no longer certain
she wants to go, and is
considering waiting to

experience Spain until she spends
a semester abroad.
For those who wish to apply
now, the cost of the program has
now been changed to the stan
dard rate for European programs
and the flight to Spain is more
expensive. Students will study at
the Fundacion de Jose Ortega y
Gasset in the city center. The stu
dents will also be living in homestays, so they can practice their
Spanish and immerse themselves
in Spanish culture.
Established in 1963, the
Guadalajara Summer Program is
the oldest and most popular study
abroad program at USD. The
head of the program, Carl Jubran
made the decision to change the
program's location.
For more information visit:
sandiego.edu/guadalajara.

Global flu
ANDRES BARRAZA

STAFF WRITFR

Widespread fear and panic
seems to be on the decline as
health experts express that the
H1N1 virus also known as
swine flu is not as dangerous
as previously thought. With the
rapid spread of the new strand
of the influenza virus, health
officials took every precaution
necessary in case the situation
deteriorated into a massive
health crisis.

see FLU, page 3

TALKTREKKIE TO ME
Director J.J. Abrams chats with The Vista about
his new movie, "Star Trek" Page 12

COUNTDOWN

15

DAYS UNTIL
GRADUATION

ANDREW KHOURI

STAFF WRITFR

Kathi Anderson, executive
director and co-founder of Sur
vivors of Torture International,
joined students in a discussion
about her nonprofit organization
dedicated to the rehabilitation
of torture victims on April 29.
Survivors of Torture was
started in 1997 as a nonprofit
organization based in San
Diego. The group works with
immigrants and asylum seekers
who have experienced torture.
Anderson explained to the
class why torture survivors end
up in San Diego. "They don't
have any resource at home.
They cannot go to the police,
government and say protect me.
They are the torturers," Ander
son said.
According to Anderson,
San Diego has become a major
destination for torture survivors
because the city is a major port
of entry into the United States.
The San Ysidro border crossing
is the busiest in the world.
Her organization exists
because torture survivors are
often too ashamed, afraid and
sometimes too guilty to seek
help. "Torture victims are the
most invisible and marginalized
group," Anderson said.
Anderson compared public
attitude towards torture victims
tp the attitude towards victims
of rape. In both cases, the victim
is often blamed.
Survivors of Torture works
with health care profession
als in San Diego County to
educate and train them to deal
with victims of torture. Many
times medical professionals
misdiagnose torture victims as
psychotic due to flashbacks and
language barriers.
Doctors and nurses have
drugged torture victims and
placed them in psychiatric hos
pitals where they do not receive
the needed treatment.
Anderson says her organi
zation educates medical professioals so they can identify and
care for victims of torture.
Legal
assistance
and
medical evaluations needed for
asylum seekers are also pro
vided. Court cases often take
up to several years. During that
time Survivors of Torture pro
vides the victims with essential
services because under U.S. law

see TORTURE, page 3
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Word of the week:

Goodbye
There are some words that
make you feel jolly. "Rutabaga"
is my personal smile-inducer.
"Plump" is a good one too, as
are "finagle" and "bevy." While
we're on the topic, pretty much
any word of Germanic origin
gets me giggling like a loon.
Goodbye
is
different,
though. It is not always sad, but
at times 1 have to wonder if it
comes with a certain unknow
able finality. Looking back on
this year and the times I've had
in the newsroom with some great
seniors, I can't help but feel a
little blue. Who knows what
lies after graduation? I certainly
don't. That's why I decided that
a sentimental shout-out was the
right thing to do. My heartfelt
goodbyes are in alphabetical
order:
Goodbye Ashley McLean.
Your wondrous giggles and
silly songs have made my year
fantastic. Thank you for your
speedy edits as well as your
hard-hitting contributions to the
News section.
Goodbye Gio Gonzales. 1
will miss your supreme fashion
sense, subtle humor and warm
presence. Thank you for the
story tips and the kind smiles.
Goodbye Liz Buckley. I
will miss your goofy side and
the way you rock the stretchy
yoga pants. I will miss the way
you look up from editing and
ask silly questions like, "Do
people know what NASA is?" I
love the way your face lights up
when its time for a coffee run, or
when you get a cool lead on the
latest serial creeper.
Goodbye Marissa Winkler.
I can't thank you enough for
being the creative half of this
team. Thanks for sharing your
talents and your laughs. Thanks
for the coffee runs and the awk
ward moments and your crazy
stories. I will miss it all.
Goodbye Peter Cho. I will
miss your good-natured insults
and those few precious musical
Tuesdays. Your epic use of logic
in everyday conversation makes
me weep with joy. Thank you
for calling me out on every fal
lacy. I mean it.
Goodbye Ray Ayala. I
appreciate your pleasant con
versations with me despite the
constant frustrating trips to the
printer. I think I will cry a little
when they finally erase the sexy
elephant from the whiteboard.
Goodbye Ryan Plourde. I
will never forget the way you
left me stranded in a parking lot
late at night, or the endless con
versations that you carried on
without the "w" sound. Thanks
for a fun semester, I "vish" you
"veil."
Goodbyes may be hard,
but they give us an opportunity
to show appreciation for good
friends and good times. I wish
all the graduates a great summer
and a beautiful future. Thank
you all for sharing your talents
with me.

1979 Margaret Thatcher be
comes the first woman elected
prime minister of England

1865 President Lincoln is buried
in Springfield, 111.

1961 Navy Commander Alan
Bartlett Shepard Jr. becomes the
first American in space.

2001 During a trip to Syria,
Pope John Paul II becomes the
first pope to enter a mosque.

1994 Edvard Munch's painting,
"The Scream" is recovered a few
months after it had been stolen.

1945 V-Day marks the Euro
pean victory of the Allies in World
Warll.

1955 "Sam and Friends" debuts,
the first television appearance of
both Jim Henson and what would
become Kermit the Frog and the
Muppets.

1996 A "rogue storm" near the
summit of Mount Everest kills
eight climbers, making this the
deadliest day in the mountain's
history.

ARMEEN SHAIDANI/THE VISTA, HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

USD orchestra ends year with concert
Evening of music marked with performances by students and faculty
ANDRES BARRAZA
STAFF WRITER

The University of San Diego
Music Program ended the year in
a big blue bang - of "Rhapsody,"
that is.
The USD Symphony Orches
tra hosted its fourth annual yearend concert this Saturday and
capped off the year with a great
musical treat: George Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue."
Accompanied
by special
guest conductor Philip Mann of
the San Diego Symphony, and
Maria (Yrjola) Parker, USD class
of 2000, as soloist on the grand
piano, the USD Symphony Or
chestra filled the air in Shiley The
atre with the sounds of the time
less symphonic/jazz composition
"Rhapsody in Blue."
The performance progressed
from a sly woodwind opening to
the solo piano and ended in a so
norous finale of jubilation.
The event held Saturday had
many reasons for celebration.
The USD Music Program took
the opportunity to welcome the
new Dean of Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Mary K. Boyd, who helped
present various scholarships to
outstanding students in academics
and musical performance.
Junior Amanda Ledger, a
mezzo-soprano was awarded with
the 2008 - 2009 Anne Catherine
Swanke Memorial Scholarship.
Senior Isabella Guajardo, a
pianist, received the 2008 - 2009
Sister Aimee Rossi, RSCJ, Music
Scholarship. Ledger sang a pieceby Gabriel Faure and Guajardo
performed an Aram Khachaturian
composition.
The evening was also marked
with performances by the USD
Concert Choir, conducted by Dr.
Edwin Basillo.

Faculty member Dr. Chris
topher Adler performed his origi
nal composition, "Bear Woman
Dances" on piano. Another high
light was a special performance
of the Ecuadorian folk-song "La
Vuelta del Chagra" by selected
members of the USD Symphony
Orchestra, which they learned for
their tour of South America.
The USD Music Program en
courages attendance of concerts.
Depending on the occasion, ticket
prices range from free to no more
than five dollars for students, ben
efiting the Music Program.
USD music scholarships are
made possible through donations,
which are tax deductible as al
lowed by law and provide the op
portunity for talented students to
continue in their path to success
both academically and musically.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
USD musicians and guests perform their last concert of the year.
The event was held at the Shiley Theater.
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flu spread continues
FLU, continued
Last week in Mexico, govern
ment officials ordered the shut
down of all schools until May 6,
with the reopening depending on
the severity of the situation. Busi
ness seems to be back to normal
in the busy streets of Mexico City,
yet residents are not taking any
chances. Even if the H1N1 strand
of the influenza virus is just as
potent as the most common strand
known to North America, an aver
age of 150 people die daily during
any given flu season.
The World Health Organiza
tion classified the outbreak as a
phase 5 alert level, meaning that a
pandemic is imminent, and is now
stating that it has no intentions in
categorizing the outbreak with its
highest alert level, 6.
The University of San Diego
closely coordinated its efforts with
local and state health officials in
order to remain alert. Although no
classes or activities at USD were
cancelled, the suspicion of a pos
sible case of swine flu on campus

did enable officials to raise their
alert level in order to ensure the
virus did not affect the university
in any serious manner.
As worry about the virus de
creases around campus, students
weigh in on their experience last
week.Senior Alexa Perez ex
plained the recent changes in her
routine. "I did become more alert
with the situation and my sur
roundings, but didn't find it nec
essary to panic. I just took small
additional precautions."
General consensus around
campus is that students were more
worried about the fate of their
"finals week" than the virus itself.
The virus has been confirmed
to be the cause of death of at
least 25 people in Mexico so far
as opposed to the more than 150
suspected H1N1 deaths. Only one
person, an infant, in the United
States has died of the swine flu.
More than 35,000 people die
in the United States alone of the
regular flu each year, mostly the
elder, infants and others with sus
ceptible immune systems.
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MARISSA WINKLER/THE VISTA
Information as of May 5. For up-to-date statistics, visit the World Health Organization at: who.int/en.

Women's Center to host gender studies banquet Freedom
ASHLEY TOM
STAFF WRITFR

The Gender Studies Program,
Women's Center and Center for
Educational Excellence will host
the 14th Annual Gender Studies
and Women's Center Banquet to
night at the University Center in
Forums A and B. It is open to the
campus by RS VP only.
The banquet is hosted at the
end of every year to celebrate the
work of students in the gender
studies minor, as well as celebrate
students and community mem

bers who work for the Women's
Center.
During the banquet, nine
women who are either graduating
seniors or juniors who have com
pleted the minor will be presenting
their theses.
"For students interested in
learning more about the gender
studies program, they should defi
nitely come to the event and see
what people study," Director of
the Women's Center, Erin LovetteColyer said.
There will also be an award
presentation during the banquet

Guest speaker offers help
for torture survivors
TORTURE, continued
asylum seekers are not al
lowed to work before being grant
ed asylum.
Later in the discussion, Ander
son took offence with the growing
privatization of detention facilities
in the United States. Many asylum
seekers are detained while under
going their court case. Currently,
there are six government-run
detention facilities in the United
States.
Private corporations run the
rest, Anderson said. One such fa
cility is located in Otay Mesa. Cor
rections Corporation of America
runs the detention center. CCA is
a publicly traded company on the
New York Stock Exchange under
the symbol CXW.
Asylum seekers make up 20
percent of the detainees at the
CCA-run Otay Mesa facility, said
Anderson. The United Nations
Refugee Agency recently visited

the facility and lambasted it for
poor care.
The CCA-run facility is a
maximum security style prison
with detainees kept in their cells
for 23 out of 24 hours in the day.
The American Civil Liberties
Union has sued federal immigra
tion officials based on poor medi
cal care at the Otay Mesa facility,
according to KPBS.
For asylum seekers, these
poor conditions seem like a return
to their previous countries. An
derson's organization distributes
notes to the detainees with phrases
such as "we're thinking of you"
and "you are not forgotten," An
derson said.
Concerning the current need
for work, Anderson says they are
not laying people off due to the
recession, but are instead opening
a second office in Sacramento.
"The more work we do, the
more we find must be done," An
derson said.

where the Dr. Linda A.M. Perry
Award for Outstanding Achieve
ment in Gender Studies will be
presented to a student. "It's a big
achievement in the program,"
Lovette-Colyer said.
In addition to presenting the
work of gender studies students,
the event celebrates the accom
plishments of the Women's Center
and recognizes staff and volun
teers who continually help make
the center a success.
During this time, Lovette-Co
lyer will also highlight the various
events that the Women's Center

has put on over the last year.
"We're particularly proud
of our newest event we held this
year, the Empower Leadership Re
treat," Lovette-Colyer said. "We
took 33 women off campus for the
weekend and talked about the role
gender plays in leadership."
She said that the ultimate
goal of the program is to eventu
ally create a gender studies major.
"Opening up these events for the
campus community is one way
of putting it out there for people
and to gain awareness," LovetteColyer said.

riders
concert
AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR

What happens when Frontline,
Invisible Children, the USD Surf
Team and Associated Students
decide to put on an event? The
2009 Freedom Riders Concert, a
benefit happening tomorrow at the
Wave House in Mission Beach.
The event will be free to USD
students and the general public.
Donations to Invisible Children
will be accepted. T-shirts and
raffles will also benefit the orga
nization. Invisible Children club
member Laura Mashas encour
ages students to come out. "It's
going to be mainly for entertain
ment, but to benefit an awesome
cause," Masha said.
Funded in large part by the
student-run group Frontline, Free
dom Riders is the brainchild of
Frontline founder Ben Crookston.
"This is going to be a big partyone you will not want to miss,"
Crookston said.
Stranger Band, a local reggae
band known for their crowd-mov
ing performances, will play a set in
addition to Mission Beach's own
Cougar Trap, a local cover band
founded by former USD students.
While Stranger's music is primar
ily original reggae, Cougar Trap
is a cover band, so singing along
will be a definite possibility.
Between the two band sets,
USD's Alex Weidner will be spin
ning tracks while members of the
Surf Team show off their abilities
on the FlowRider waves.
Given the free admission, an
ocean view, two great bands and
a charitable cause to support, this
event is likely to be a unique way
for USD students to pass a Friday
evening. Check out the USD Facebook event for more information.
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PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT
APRIL 27- 30
April 27

Location: SAN RAFAEL HALL

At 2:23 p.m. Public Safety received a
late report of vandalism to university prop
erty. Upon investigation, a phallic image
and letters spelling "tation" were drawn in
permanent marker on an exterior door of a
residential hall. General Services had been
contacted to remove the images on April
1, although Public Safety was not notified
until April 27.

Location: JENNY CRAIG PAVILION
At 5:13 p.m. Public Safety received a
theft report involving a resident student's
personal property. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual had taken a wallet,
cards and cash totaling $30 from an unse
cured and unattended cubby hole in the JCP
gym. No other items were missing.

April 28
Location:

WEST

PARKING

STRUCTURE

At 9:15 a.m. Public Safety received a Hall shower stall. The individual has been
report of suspicious circumstances. Upon described as fair-skinned and left imme
investigation, unknown individual(s) had diately after being verbally confronted by
left a suspicious note on the windshield of the student. Public Safety was contacted
a commuter student's vehicle. The student immediately after the incident occurred.
immediately reported it to Public Safety and Public Safety officers responded but were
a follow-up investigation is currently being unable to locate any persons of interest
conducted.
due to the limited description. Since then,
Public Safety has received information that
Location: PHYSICAL PLANT SHOPS
the individual responsible may have been a
guest of a resident student within the area.
At 12:06 pun. Public Safety received a Additionally, the suspect has been identi
report of a physical altercation involving fied as a male.
two university community members. Upon
investigation, SDPD was contacted and both Location:
MISSION
PARKING
the victim and the suspect were removed STRUCTURE
from campus. The victim sustained minor
injuries and received medical attention.
At approximately 6:38 p.m. the Depart
ment of Public Safety received a report of
a hit and run involving a resident student's
April 29
vehicle. Upon investigation, an unknown
Location: SAN MIGUEL HALL
individual had struck the student's vehicle,
leaving minor damages to the rear driverAt 4:22 pun. a resident student ob side bumper. There were no other damages
served a subject that appeared to be crouch to the vehicle.
ing in order to look under a San Miguel

April 30

Location: SAN ANTO
NIO DE PADUA
At 11:59 p.m. Public Safety responded
to assist a Resident Assistant with students
who were possibly under the influence of
marijuana and alcohol. Upon investigation,
Resident Assistants cited five students for
Minor in Possession. Two of those students
received additional citations for Hosting. It
was determined that no student was under
the influence of marijuana.

Location: ALCALA VISTAS AREA
At 7 a.m. Public Safety received a report
of a vehicle that had driven down an em
bankment off of Via Las Cumbres and had
caused extensive property damage. Upon
investigation, an individual not affiliated
with the university was located and placed
into the custody of SDPD for driving under
the influence of alcohol. Four vehicles be
longing to resident students were damaged.
The driver sustained minor injuries.

USD graduate returns to
grace the stage
MFA Theater grad Heather Raffo portrays lives of 9
Iraqi women in her one-woman show
CARLY STUDER
STAFF WRITFR

Heather Raffo spent months
researching what desire meant to
Iraqi women. The result was her
renowned play "9 Parts of Desire."
It was performed on campus on
May 3.
Amir ElSaffar who sang,
played a santoor and a trumpet
accompanied her. This play is a
one-woman performance that tells
the lives of nine Iraqi women.
One moment Raffo performed
a monologue about a woman with
two husbands and laughed about
how fat she was. The next moment
she explained how men were dig
ging up graves with their bare
hands.
All it took was an alteration
of her abaya, an overgarment that
serves as a cloak for some women
in parts of the Islamic world, and
Raffo was a different woman.
The subject matter went from
funny to disturbing to realistic.
Torture, grief, anger, love and

all other human emotions came
out through these monologues.
If nothing else, the play showed
the universal language of human
emotion that struck a nerve with
the audience.
One audience member from
Afghanistan said, "I don't think
that I've seen something like this
that is so powerful, it has touched
me deeply."
Raffo gathered her informa
tion for the play through interviews
with Iraqi women. Raffo explained
that she had to spend months with
them and build up their trust to get
their complete stories.
Her play originated from her
work towards her master's degree
in fine arts from The Old Globe/
University of San Diego Gradu
ate Theatre Program and from her
studies at the Royal Academy of
Dramatic Art in London.
The international productions
in Brazil, Greece, Sweden, Turkey
and France can attest to the popu
larity of the "9 Parts of Desire."
What adds a special touch to

Raffo's monologue is the music
by ElSaffar, the composer for "9
Parts of Desire." He combines the
traditional Iraqi Maqam and jazz
music for a truly unique sound.
The music does not only accom
pany, but helps build the dramatic
nature of the women's stories.
The blend of American and
Iraqi music represents the per
formers. Both Elsaffar and Raffo
are Iraqi-Americans. Raffo said
that she was, "Reconstructing the
two cultures, which is often what
music does."
The combination of two
cultures is what inspired Raffo
to create this play, "Being IraqiAmerican makes you feel like
you're living in two places. It
makes you wonder why you're
bom here and they're bom there."
Raffo wanted her play to be a
"Celebration for the males and fe
males of Iraqi descent," by being
able to relate to the monologues
and Iraqi culture. ElSaffar and
ELIZABETH HARMAN
Raffo received a standing ovation Raffo performed her one-woman show at the Joan B. Kroc Institute
at the end of the performance.
for Peace & Justice Theater.
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Lack of power outlets causes competition in Copley
MARY BETH BARKER
OPINION DFSIflNFR

It looks like a quiet university
library, but there is a battle going
on. Beyond the deceptive calm
of the entryway, students engage
in a constant competition for the
scarce power outlets.
"There's never a place to
plug in my laptop," Gina Dilorio, a psychology major, said. "It
is ridiculous, I spend more time
looking for a place to study than
getting any work done."
A lack of power outlets is the
biggest complaint, but students
also say furniture is outdated and
uncomfortable, group project
space is limited and there is not
enough room for high levels of
student traffic. "I don't know why
they wouldn't change things; more
students go here than anywhere
else," said Dilorio.
When the library was first
built in the early 1980's, 1,000
students visited each day. That
number has increased to 3,000 a
day around midterms and finals.
Students say that at some of
the less visible tables little schoolwork gets done. "The tables in the
back are social hour. My study

C0PLEY LIBRARY ARCHIVES
Top: The Mother Rosalie Hill Reading Room circa 1952. Above Left: In 1980, the Reading Room fea
tured carpeted floors and stacks between the tables. Above Right: The Reading Room today.

break is making a lap around the
Copley tables," Laura Given, an
English major said.
Students who cannot handle
the bustle of the main floor head to
the Mother Rosalie Hill Reading
Room, dubbed the "Harry Potter
Room" by students. Noise here is
practically nonexistent, but so are
power outlets.
"Everyone uses the tables up
top, which is great, but they fill up
and then you can't use the room
if you need a computer," Cory
Miller, a sociology major, said

about the top floor of the Reading
Room. "It's pretty, but it needs to
be functional."
In 2007 wiring was added to
the mezzanine level of the Read
ing Room, creating outlets up
stairs. The library is considering a
similar project on the ground floor
to keep up with student laptop
needs. University librarian Ed
Starkey said that improved outlet
access and increased space are his
two priorities.
"I wanted to raise the floor
three inches to put writing under

the floor so every 10 feet or so
there was an outlet," he said.
This idea was part of a pro
posal in summer 2008, asking the
provost for one million dollars to
fund Copley Library renovations.
Other ideas included increas
ing the number of computer work
stations, moving the reference and
periodical sections so as to create
space, and installing something
new called a tidebreak center. The
tidebreak center would allow stu
dents to share material from their
laptops on a large TV screen, en

hancing group study.
"We aren't going to do all
this stuff because the university
is running a little tight right now
because of the economic crisis,"
Starkey said. "We'll try again next
year."
Changes that have been ap
proved for Copley include new
bathrooms and vending machines
on the basement level. Starkey
said he still hopes to add outlets
and possibly install one tidebreak
center to contribute to what he
calls "the living room" idea.
"It's a place that is comfort
able as opposed to a strict aca
demic structure with no snacks,"
Starkey said. Students who study
in the library say they do not un
derstand why Copley cannot get
funding. " I'm in the library all
the time," Sally Kallet, a com
munications major, said. "More
students hang out there than the
UC. Why wouldn't the university
give us money?"
Until Copley receives fund
ing, there isn't much to do but
wait. So until then students will
have to keep their eyes peeled and
get ready to snag die next avail
able chair. At Copley Library, it's
all about the competition.

PRIDE to raise LGBT awareness at Big Gay Carnival
OLIVIA BURD
STAFF WRITFR

PRIDE is a small club on
campus, but they are gaining clout
through their recent efforts. Most
recently was the Day of Silence
on April 17 and next up is the Big
Gay Carnival.The students behind
the event are working to promote
awareness of gay issues.
The carnival will be held at
Mission's Crossroads from 4-7
pjn. tomorrow. Games such as
ring toss and trivia with cool prizes

will be found. Moon Bounce will
be the highlight, as well as a dunk
tank with Dr. Evelyn Kirkley from
the Theology Department.
Popcorn and cotton-candy
will be part of the festivities. As
an extra incentive to join in the
fun, PRIDE will also be handing
out T-shirts for the event that can
be tie-dyed.
PRIDE members already
started giving shirts out on the Na
tional Day of Silence. The shirts
are white and have a clown with
an "x" over its mouth.

Claire Kelly explained the
Day of Silence. "It is a national
day where people come together
to recognize the ways in which
LGBT is oppressed and forced
to stay silent. It shows solidarity
to people who have to stay silent
about who they really are," Kelly
said.
The Big Gay Carnival was
originally supposed to be on the
same day as the Day of Silence
in order to break the silence, but
scheduling conflicts pushed it
back.

"We thought it would be a dred dollars to extend knowledge
good end of the year celebration," [at a] gathering of law students
Kelly said.
who are interested in those issues,"
Kelly also spoke on behalf said Kelly.
The conference includes sem
of the cause for which they are
raising money. "The money goes inars about legal issues that face
towards continuing programming the LGBT population. To support
but mainly setting up scholarships this community, there is no need
for PRIDE Law to go to a different to break the bank.
conference."
Tickets and raffles at the car
PRIDE Law is also called nival are not expensive, and the
Lavender Law, a group that fo plus is learning what PRIDE is all
cuses on being successful legal about and getting to know the club
professionals while being gay.
and the cause better. Come out for
It only takes "a couple hun "Big Gay" in May!

-CLASSIFIEDS

South Mission Beach Condo for Rent.
Located on San Luis Rey PI. Beautiful 2
bedroom 2 Bath. Private front yard, 2 pri
vate parking spaces and private laundry
room! View at www.vacationrentals.com/
vacation-rentals/18261 html. Please call
Jeff @ 858-405-0358 with any questions.

COLLEGIATE BOWLING TEAM
now forming for next school year. Com
pete against other schools. USBC certified
coaching provided. All skill levels wel
come. Interested in participating call Bob
(858) 753-1775 daytime.
Child Development Centers. Intern

ships are available with U.S. Military Child
Development Centers in Germany, Italy,
England, Belgium and the U.S. (Florida
and Hawaii). Beginning September 2009
and ending December 2009. Related col
lege coursework and experience required.
Airfare and housing are paid and a living
stipend provided. Interns receive 12 hrs

of college credit (graduate or undergradu
ate) and are eligible to apply for $1250
AmeriCorps funding. Make a Difference!
University of Northern Iowa, College of
Education, School of HPELS. Email Susan
Edginton at susan.edginton@uni.edu for
information. Please put INTERNSHIP
USD/CA in the subject line of your email.

^
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
USD alumni show their Torero spirit at Homecoming and Reunion Weekend.

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2009!
Welcome to the USD Alumni Association!
As a USD graduate, you are automatically a member of the Alumni
Association, a network of over 50,000 alumni in all 50 states and 88
countries around the world! We invite you to stay involved:
• Attend alumni events and activities
• Join your Regional Alumni Chapter
• Network online in the Torero Network
• Access free alumni benefits
USD alumni share their experiences with students at
student-alumni networking events.

for The Viste®n e FaT2OO9 0 co7 n9 ® ® faff Writer
mbarker@usdvista.con?
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OPINION
RYAN PLOURDE'OPINION FDITOR W*

You can only
hope
You stand on a hill and look
out over a campus that had once
looked like the most frighten
ing and exiting thing you had
ever seen. You look down and
see a building that you once
called home and you wonder
what happened to that boy who
was so young and naive. You
think back to every moment of
that life and how each moment
somehow brought you here,
looking down on a campus that
now holds only memories, no
more possibilities.
You think back to every
paper written, test taken, hand
shaken and heart broken and
you wonder what will become
of your life when you've left
this place behind. You think
back to every professor who
ever taught you something and
wonder what knowledge they
will bestow upon the next gen
eration. You remember every
face that ever left an impression
on yours and wonder what will
become of them after you're
gone. You remember every
detail of the shortest four years
of your life and you wonder
what's next.
You can only hope that
whatever the future holds
somehow this place prepared
you for it. You hope that every
paper written, test taken, hand
shaken and heart broken some
how leads you to something.
You can only hope that
those who influenced you can
know your gratitude. You hope
that in twenty years you can
come back to this place and
have something to show for
it; that you can walk up to a
professor you once had and say
thank you.
You can only hope that
those you hurt forgive you and
those you helped remember
you.
You can only hope that
those you called friends for the
last four years you can call life
long friends for the next fifty.
You hope that you stay in touch,
that you hear of their lives and
they hear of yours. You hope
that their lives turn out the way
they hoped and that you can be
a part of those lives when they
do turn out.
You can only hope that
your parents are proud. You
hope you see their smile and
feel their joy in your accom
plishments. You hope someday
you can tell your kids stories of
college like your parents told
you and you hope someday you
can feel that pride your parents
now feel.
You can only hope you
don't forget this place or the
people in it. You hope these
memories stay with you for
ever. You hope you took full
advantage of this life you lived
and you hope you leave this
place with no regrets.
You can only hope.
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Opinion Editor: Ryan Plourde
rplourde@usdvista.com

Adderall: a student's
best friend?
Commonly used drug defines
a generation
MARISSA WINKLERAHE VISTA
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

It's all around us. It is espe
cially omnipresent as impending
finals and papers draw closer and
stress begins to escalate in the col
lective conscious of the student
body. It is nonchalantly popped
into the exhausted student's
mouth when their fatigued brain
refuses to function anymore. We
are aware of its presence and at the
same time we choose to remain
oblivious to it. College campuses
all over the nation have become
labs testing both the positive and
adverse effects that it has on the
human mind.
Adderall and Ritalin are
pharmaceutical drugs intended
for people with attention deficit
problems. When taken by indi
viduals without such medical ail
ments, they act as an upper similar
to speed, making these meds the

perfect tool for cramming. They
are essentially the muggle equiva
lent to Hermione Granger's time
saving device in "Harry Potter."
There are an abundance
of things that contribute to the
inevitable distraction of college
students preceding finals. Down
ers such as alcohol, counteracted
by drugs like Adderall, offer the
promise of literally speeding up
in order to get back on track aca
demically before important exams
and papers are due.
The classic college mantra
that most college students hail is
"work hard, play hard," and Ad
derall essentially assists college
students in the working aspect,
especially when they've played
much too hard.
The question that these aca
demic uppers beg is how ethical
their use is. Some people have
likened students' use of Adderall
in order to better academic perfor-

mance to athletes' use of steroids
in order to better physical perfor
mance. However, some would
argue that their use is almost
necessary in order to survive aca
demically rigorous courses.
"Brain Gain," a recent article
in The New Yorker written by
Margaret Talbot, unveils the pos
sibility of a rather daunting future
of neural enhancers. In it, Talbot
recognizes the growing accep
tance of neuro-enhancement as
reminiscent to the acceptance of
plastic surgery when it was first
emerging.
Not only do students use
Adderall, Ritalin and Provigil to
enhance academic performance,
but business professionals as
well use these drugs to enhance
performance at work. She delves
deeper into the prospect of how
the use of neural enhancers could
fundamentally change the way an
entire generation of leaders ap-

proaches the act of thinking itself.
It seems as though a new tool
for productivity is being integrated
into the various working facets
of society. Will the use of such
drugs be as necessary as owning
a laptop? We all remember when
Starbucks took our Western civili
zation by force.
Could the widely accepted
use of Adderall be next? In terms
of drugs and society, it seems as
though each generation has a
drug that defines it. The '60s and
'70s were all about mind-opening
drugs.
As Talbot points out, it is no
surprise that drugs such as Ad
derall should become the type of
drug to define our own generation,
seeing as we are constantly dis
tracted by things such as iPhones,
Facebook, Twitter and other tech
nological consumer products. As
products of this society, we cannot
help but each be a little A.D.D.

A cross on the door is as Catholic as it gets at USD
RYAN MULVEY

sSTAFF WRITER

Author and apologist, G.K.
Chesterton, once said, "I believe
in getting into hot water; it keeps
you clean." In that great tradition
of Chesterton and other rabblerousers, I am going to jump into
that very same pot of water. I want
to talk about USD, its administra
tion and our supposedly "Catho
lic" character.
Last week, The Vista ran
a number of articles discussing
free speech, or lack thereof, on
campus. You read how Associ
ated Students was so quick to sign
away our rights at the drop of the
administration's hat. You also read
about The Vista's "censor," who
keeps it in line with the universi
ty's mission of fostering a "Catho
lic" identity. But, as many might
attest, USD is no Catholic institu
tion. There are certain obvious
externalities: daily Mass, crosses
in classrooms and so forth. But, a
habit does not make a nun. And,
while we do have faith groups and
a pro-life movement, most would
agree that life on this campus is
hardly angelic or holy.
USD is not unique in this
respect. Last year, the Cardinal
Newman Society's Center for the
Study of Catholic Higher Educa
tion found that the majority of
students at Catholic universities
rejected key tenets of the faith,
both on moral and doctrinal issues.

A majority felt that attending a
Catholic school had little impact
on their spiritual life or their ob
servance of Catholicism. Half
admitted sexual activity outside
marriage. This "crisis of faith"
prompted Pope Benedict XVI to
gather America's Catholic college
presidents last year. He expressed
a desire for the Catholic faith to
once more permeate all aspects of
campus life.
But, what does this mean? In
responding to the call of the Holy
Father, how is a school to foster a
culture of faith? It is not easy, but
one thing is sure; censorship and
heavy-handed tactics against the
student body are not the answer.
The actions undertaken by USD
in monitoring The Vista, and
proposing their recent policy on
"spontaneous" assembly, reflect
a deep-rooted hypocrisy. As a
devout Catholic, I will be the first
to express concern over the lack of
Catholic culture at USD.
We are certainly not Chris
tendom College, but neither
are we some atrociously liberal
school blatantly in defiance of the
Church. Rather, we are roughish,
subverting the faith while main
taining a veneer of Catholicism to
keep donors, alumni and parents
complacent.
The administration is the
most culpable for the deplorable
spiritual health of our university.
They need to rediscover what it
means to be a Catholic. Consider

the extremely progressive lit
urgy in Founder's Chapel, which
violates many liturgical rubrics.
Reflect on the "Interfaith" Service
in the Immaculata, when foreign
prayers are chanted on a Catholic
altar. Think about the Rainbow
Educators. They are not a student
club, which would be entirely
acceptable. Instead, they are a
university-organized machine, in
corporating faculty and staff in the
promotion of a lifestyle entirely
opposed to Catholic morality.
Finally, take a look at the
faculty, especially in the Theol
ogy Department, which has often
been criticized as a haven for dis
sidents. Anybody hear of Dr. Eliz
abeth Jane Via? She finally had
to leave USD after she became
a "womanpriest." She did not
decide one day to be a priestess;
she likely espoused such views in
the classroom.
In my own experience, I have
witnessed tenured faculty, clergy
no less, confuse and manipulate
the minds of students to pervert
their understanding of the faith.
Critical scrutiny, or academic ex
ploration, and Church-bashing are
two very different things.
It all makes me think of
Bishop Fulton Sheen, who said it
would be better to go to a public
school and leam to defend the
faith, than to go to a modem Cath
olic one to lose it. If USD wants to
be secular, I have no problem with
that, having experienced 12 years

of California public education.
But, who ever heard of a cafeteria
Catholic university?
So, what should we make
of all this? Admit it: USD is not
Catholic. It is, for the most part,
a facade composed of what Karl
Rahner might call the categorical:
ritual and movement, but no Spirit.
Our administration, hoping to pass
itself off as loyal to the hierarchy,
seeks to impose a Catholic identity
on an ambivalent campus.
They do this while failing to
recognize their own emptiness,
hypocrisy and futility. Dr. Lyons
and her administration need to
rediscover what it means "to be
Catholic." They need to maintain a
Catholic faculty, while respecting
academic freedom of expression.
They need to drop false notions of
diversity and inclusion. They need
to keep alive a curriculum that
celebrates the great traditions of
the West, and holds them in pride,
while allowing for exploration
into the foreign. Finally, they need
to promote a liturgical life faithful
to tradition.
If USD is to be Catholic,
the administration must foster an
atmosphere amicable to that iden
tity. It does not exist now. And
it will not be achieved through
brutal authoritarian tactics. As
Pope John Paul II said, it is "not
by fear or violence but by the ur
gency of genuine love, [that we]
must leam to build, brick by brick,
the city of God..."
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JESSE AIZENSTAT
STAFF WRITFR

Manifesto
In case you haven't been
following the recent drama in
The Vista, our student govern
ment has decided to succumb to
university administrators and
vote to curb students' rights to
assemble. I mean, it's not that
USD students are particularly
known as take-to-the-streets
French revolutionaries, but
there have been a few gather
ings over the years, and let's
be frank: The last thing USD
donors want to be reminded
of during a campus visit is the
Berkeley free speech move
ment. Right? Trust me, they
aren't going to be.
But let's not get hysteri
cal. If campus czars like Mary
Lyons and Carmen Vazquez
really wanted to put down
freedom of speech, wouldn't
they have gone after pipsqueak
columnists such as myself?
Absolutely.
In fact, I'm tickled that
out of every controversial
topic I've ever written about
for The Vista—Israel's heavyhanded policy on the West
Bank, USD's money-making
intercession scam, even the fact
that our liberal arts students are
paying $34,264 a year to get
trained for jobs that no longer
exist—my most objectionable
piece took place in a lighthearted barbershop where 1
professed to my "crew-cut
audience, who would be likely
targets for a Viagra commer
cial... 'Well, fine, if you don't
like gay marriage... then don't
marry a dude.'"
That's right: my Prop 8
article prompted our school
administrators to send a liaison
not only to rework my humor
ous piece—which landed me
on our local Fox News sta
tion and has been republished
in various papers—but to use
intimidation tactics to scare
The Vista staff into running a
counterpiece that labeled ho
mosexuality "a perversion,"
What country are we in?
These politically and re
ligiously motivated dictators
have somehow bought off our
elected student government
and have maintained a func
tionary to cleanse our student
newspaper in a way that no
other comparable Catholic
university would dream of. It's
time to ask, "If not the press,
if not our student government,
what avenues of free expres
sion do we have left?"
I always imagined the
last column I would write
for The Vista would focus on
giving thanks to all the hard
working people at USD who
have helped me, a category
5 dyslexic, beat the odds and
graduate from college. Yet,
sitting here I feel that the big
gest thanks I can give is to
help expose this clandestine
campaign to oppress students'
freedom.
Dear returning USD stu
dents: Education also means
embracing your rights of free
expression. And as of right
now, all you have to lose are
your own chains.
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Kaitlin Perry, Arts & Culture Editor
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New changes lay before us
After 47 years in the Uni
versity Center, The Vista will
finally make its transition into
the Student Life Pavilion. That
is 94 semesters of issues by
The Vista, providing news to
the student body. Every editor
in chief taking a different ap
proach, every issue presenting
a different point of view.
As we move to our new
abode, we will see new chang
es in staff, and we'll see new
layouts from our design edi
tors. What will not be different
however, is the painstaking
effort we put into every page,
the 16 hours we spend on
campus every Tuesday making
sure every sentence adheres to
Associated Press style, making
sure that spelling mistakes are
eliminated and making sure
every graphic is relevant to the

article it's representing.
This is of course, for your
sake, the student body. To pres
ent to you news that finds no
bias, opinions that challenge your
views, and features that take an indepth look into campus issues. Our
Arts & Culture section worked
tirelessly to bring you the most
up-to-date interviews and reviews,
and the Sports section has kept our
Torero sports teams current in all
our minds.
As we leave, we hope that
every one of you has benefited
from reading The Vista at one
point or another. Whether it was an
illuminating album review, or an
expose of a particularly frighten
ing policy enacted by the Associ
ated Students, we hope that in one
way or another we have helped
you expand your horizons.
We are proud to say that this

Letter to the Editor

year's staff was one of the larg
est, and of course one of the most
skilled staffs we have seen in our
years at The Vista, and we only
hope that it will improve.
Major changes were made
this semester such as a new web
site, adding more layout designers
and improving the article editing
process. So far the feedback has
been positive, and we hope that
you have enjoyed seeing The Vista
improve over the last semester.
We hope that our time here
will serve as a building block for
future years,and that The Vista will
become something noteworthy for
our readers. Next year our new
home will be the Media Publica
tions room in the SLP. We will not
be alone. The Media Publications
room will also house USDtv and
USD radio. We are excited for this
change, and that for the first time

Tuition costs continue to rise
BEN ZVAIFLER
STAFF WRITFR

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to
the opinion piece written by the
editorial board in the last issue
of The Vista. While I respect the
board's pursuit of "just and fair
reporting," I would like to chal
lenge some of the statements
made.
The board acknowledges
"the diversity of the students on
campus" and holds that "[The
Vista] should reflect this diversi
ty." However, the article goes on
to express resentment for having
been asked by the paper's advisor
to represent this diversity by dis
playing different views pertaining
to Proposition 8, an incredibly
significant piece of legislature.
I am a student who voted no on
Prop 8 and I also know many
people who share my same views
on the subject. On the other hand,
I also know and respect many
USD students who differ on the
issue and consequentially voted
yes on the proposition.
I think it is interesting that
rather than celebrate the passion
ate debate that The Vista sparked
by printing the "yes" article, the
editorial staff is offended to be
associated with it. As a reader of
The Vista and a proponent of gay
marriage, I welcome the contro
versy. Is it not the purpose of a

paper to present different argu
ments, so that we may be a bet
ter-educated, well-rounded soci
ety? To understand the opposing
argument is to better understand
our own. As students we should
welcome the culture of learning
with which college presents us. I
find the assistant dean's demand
to be reasonable in this case and
perceive her actions to be just
the opposite of how the board
took them: precisely in the inter
est of students.
To assume that the entire
student body agreed with the
letters The Vista received on the
issue is simply unfair. Even if
it were investigated and found
to be true, what use is a biased
paper that reiterates one popular
view? We might as well have
conversations with ourselves.
Personally, I want my ideas to
be challenged so my own argu
ments can be more developed.
Yes, USD could stand to relax its
regulations, especially regarding
artistic expression (AS concerts,
for example). However, this par
ticular debate was a meaningful
one, personal to many people. It
thus deserved thorough explo
ration. To discount the "other"
voice is an injustice that no
paper should encourage.

Sincerly,
Chelsea Pacino
Senior

all USD student publications
will share the same space.
Although next semester
we will have a new location,
staff and design, The Vista will
still be there to serve the USD
student body.
With seven graduating
seniors, Liz Buckley, Peter
Cho, Ashley McLean, Ray
Ayala, Marissa Winkler, Gio
Gonzales and Ryan Plourde, it
is up to the next generation of
writers and editors to maintain
The Vista's quality of writing,
content and presentation.
As Mary Beth Barker steps
into the role of editor in chief,
with Kaitlin Perry as associ
ate editor, we wish the entire
newspaper staff the best of luck
in the coming year. Hopefully
they can continue to improve
in bringing you the news.

Walking through campus
with palm trees towering over
head, perfectly trimmed bushes
and blue, sunny skies watching
over me, I have often realized that
the education USD offers is not
the only thing student tuition pays
for. The allure of the campus and
the beauty of San Diego's beaches
are large incentives that bring
prospective students to USD, and
make the high tuition worthwhile.
But in this time of economic un
certainty and the growing insta
bility of families and households
nationwide one must ask, how
much is too much?
USD tuition has consistently
increased throughout my four
years as a student. Although I am
a graduating senior, I could not
help but notice that the cost of
tuition for the 2009- 2010 school
year has reached an all-time high
of $17,935 per semester. This
staggering figure is nearly $800
more than the previous year and
over $3500 more than when I first
started attending USD four years
ago. This sharp increase and over
whelming figure has gone without
any explanation by the University
and leaves me with two questions:
Where is all of this money going
and will students be able to afford
it in this time of calamity?
The cost of attending USD
has never been cheap, but the high
price of enrollment has always
been indicative of a well-rounded
liberal arts education, small class
sizes and personal student-teacher
relationships. It seems as though

these fundamental USD institu
tions have remained the same
throughout the years of markups,
yet the tuition continues to grow.
So how is the excess money being
spent? Professors are definitely
not seeing salary boosts at this
time, and administrative positions
have been cut due to the economic
downfall. Money must be pouring
into other university services and
personal expenditures. One aspect
that eats up precious tuition dollars
is continuous construction and ex
pansion on campus. The develop
ment leads to more money spent
on upkeep and services for the
newly renovated campus. Without
enough cash flow to cover the
existing needs, USD should not
continue this cycle of spending.
The annual tuition raise sig
nals that the university is spend
ing outside of their means, and the
students are the only ones left to
bail them out. But raising the tu
itions and fees to this all-time high
could not have come at a worse
time for USD students and fami
lies. The nation's recession has
resulted in millions of job losses
and heavy economic blows. The
last thing families need is more
college costs.
Although USD offers a great
education, beautiful campus and
sunny skies, these factors will
soon be overshadowed by the in
flated tuition, eventually driving
perspective students to compa
rable but less expensive univer
sities. Now, at nearly $36,000 a
year, the student body deserves an
explanation and a guarantee that
in the coming semesters the infla
tion will stop.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Obama's first hundred days prove to be a success
JUSTIN HEDEMARK
STAFF WRITFR

Last week marked the Cen
tennial Cycle of Celestial Revolu
tion for Newly Elected, President
Barack Hussein Obama and his
occupation of the most influential,
stressful and demanding occupa
tion in the known world, Chief Ex
ecutive Officer of the United States
of America.
The appointment of Obama
marked a dramatic shift in public
opinion that can be accurately
described as the most remarkable
event in the history of this great
nation. He is the first black man
to grace this country's command
ing position. Elected in a time of
shifting popular opinion, Obama
has incredible expectations and
obligations to fulfill.
As one of those who voted
for this exceptional, groundbreak
ing and revolutionary individual,
I can honestly say that I am more
proud of this result than any other
public endeavor 1 have had the
privilege of witnessing or hearing
testimony.
That being said, I do not wish
to proselytize or preach of ideolog
ical or political conviction to those
who find
such efforts intrusive
and or unwelcome. I seek only to
express my opinion regarding the
complete arbitrariness and illusory
incremental assessment that has
been lauded as "Barack Obama's
First 100 Days."
Honestly, to expect some
world-defying revolutionary ac

tions within the first 100 days of
any president's tenure is ludicrous
at worst and laughable at best.
Where do we get the idea of this
absurdly propagandist benchmark
of 100 days? Franklin Delano
Roosevelt was the only president in
history to even dignify such a term
with anything short of contempt.
One could argue that today's
economical and societal challenges
mirror those with which Roosevelt
were confronted the better part of
a century before. I would have to
respectfully disagree. In 1929 the
world's economy collapsed.
I am not talking about a mere
recession which made all the
soccer moms cry about taking the
team out to McDonald's instead
of a barbeque back at home. But a
full-blown economical apocalypse,
which enveloped the global com
munity on Black Tuesday with
the force of the biggest dust storm
ever, recorded on Black Sunday.
The similarities cannot be
denied but the ferocity with which
Obama's detractors attack his in
tegrity, ability, honesty and capa
bility would have you think noth
ing short of Black President=Black
Tuesday=Black Sunday all over
again. These wolves who claim
to be members of a certain "shep
herd's" flock are nothing but the
worst of hypocrites and lemmings
headed for the next cliff, over
which they will drag the American
people just as they have done for
the past two terms.
How can you expect to make a
final decision of a serious relation

ship in the first 100 days of making
a commitment? Do you suddenly
decide after three months that the
MBA you earned after seven years
of higher education is worthless,
abandon
your
responsibilities
and go live in a commune in the
woods?
What about your parents?
Did you ever run away from home
after thee months due to lack of
ice cream if you failed to eat your
broccoli? I think not. And if you
did run away, that probably lasted
until the snacks and juice boxes
you brought with you ran out and
you remembered that nighttime is
really scary.
In short I wish only to remind
those who would like nothing more
than to see this "brash," "inexperi
enced," "pinko," "socialist," black
guy fail: shut up and be thankful
you have someone in office with
a working knowledge of proper
pronunciation and not forget the
rule of law, because that is what
we recognize here in the great
USA, laws. And every president is
elected to a term of four years.
That means give this man four
years to show us what he can do.
Then we can assess whether he has
made adequate strides in address
ing a global recession, two wars
and torturous hypocrisy that has
besmirched our country's ideals
over the past eight years. And if
not, all you contrarians are more
than welcome to elect the mooseshooting, Russia-watching, pit bull
with lipstick y'all wanted in there
any way.
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• All sizes to fit your needs and budget no deposit required
• Reserve your space online or by phone!
• Easy payment options: Major credit cards
accepted, automatic payments by credit
card, pre-pay and online payments
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Discover What
You're Made Of!
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Hotel Circle
2245 Hotel Circle South

619-295-5255

NOW OPEN

• Boxes and moving supplies

Office Hours: 9-6 M-F & 9-5

Limited Engagement

S-S

Special pricing for students and groups.
Call 877.946.7797.

3 FREE Boxes!
Present this coupon for 3 FREE small boxes
at the Hotel Circle or Fashion Valley locations.

For USD students only.
No purchase or rental
necessary. Expires 5/31/09.

Self "§8

A-l Storage

Fashion Valley
1501 Frazee Road

619-296-5200

Reserve Your Space Today!
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SAN DIEGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
www.sdnhm.org
www.bodyworlds.com
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Marissa Winkler
Hometown: Seattle, Wash.
Major: Art History
Minor: Visual Arts
Graduate School: Parsons The
New School for Design
Program: Graphic Design

Katie Herman
Hometown: San Francisco, Calif.
Major: English
Minor: Sociology
Graduate School: Columbia
University
Program: Social Work

ALEJANDRO CERVANTES

SYDNEY MCRAE

SIMONA CAPISANI

"So long, farewell, au'voir, auf wiedersehen"
Summer Buckley
Hometown: Tucson, Ariz.
Major: Sociology
Work: John Prendergast's
assistant in Washington, D.C.

Sam Wooley
Hometown: Valley Center, Calif.
Major: Anthropology
Graduate School: University of
Southern California
Program: Cinema Studies-Critical
Studies in Film

Mariette Nascimento
Hometown: Rancho Santa
Margarita, Calif.
Major: Psychology
Graduate School: Indiana Uni
versity Bloomington
Program: Speech Language Pa
thology

DAVID ALEJANDRO CERVANTES

Slowly but surely, my "worst
decision" actually turned into
something different. My sopho
Wow. I am less than a month more year another opportunity
away from graduating. Sitting here came my way, and I decided to
trying to capture the last four years become a founding father with
of my life in 600 words or less is eleven other gentlemen of Phi
not an easy task. To be honest, I Kappa Theta Fraternity. My expe
never really: wanted to come to rience with Phi Kap is something
I would never trade for anything.
USD in the first place.
Having grown up in San I am so proud of the leaders that
Diego, I always thought I would Phi Kap has helped create and pro
leave for college, move out of the duce, especially from the founding
house and go somewhere com class.
My freshman dream of being
pletely new. Obviously, that is
not how it all turned out. When I an AS class senator was revived
was submitting my intent to enroll when I was given the chance to
in the spring of 2005, I was sure be one of the junior senators. I
I had made the worst decision of decided I wanted to be even more
involved and ran for AS vice
my life.
It was 0-Week and being a president of student organizations
commuter student I got to move for 2008-2009 .This past year with
in for a few days in the Vistas. AS has been a ride. Our Execu
Once 0-Week was over, I moved tive Board has gone through a lot,
back home and settled into the and in my opinion we have made
routine of commuting back and big strides to improve AS and our
forth everyday. I was always very campus.
It really is bittersweet to
involved in high school, so I fig
ured why not make the most of know that this is all ending soon.
this situation? I needed something I was asked to write this because
to connect me to this campus other of my leadership on campus, but I
than my classes, so I decided to am not really comfortable calling
run for Associated Students fresh myself a "leader" because I do not
man senator. Well, as luck would really know what defines a leader.
The biggest lesson I have
have it, I lost. In all actuality, it
was probably one of the luckiest learned from all of my classes and
things that could have happened to experiences is that it is all about
me. After campaigning and getting the risk. Getting involved with
50 student signatures from people FUSO, Phi Kap and AS were all
I did not even know, I realized I risks, but throughout these past
four years, I have met some of the
cared more than I thought I did.
I do not remember exactly most amazing people, made some
how it happened, but I stumbled of the best friends and lost some
upon the Filipino Ugnayan Stu of them on the way too, but it has
dent Organization, and I am not definitely all been worth it.
even Filipino. It was strange how
So that is it; take risks, do not
comfortable I felt in that commu
nity. 1 am still a member at large of care what people might think and
FUSO and can definitely say that do what you want to do.
Congratulations
class
of
this is where I gained my founda
2009!
tion and a newfound USD pride.
GllFST WRITFR

Seniors share their memories as they prepare to
leave USD and begin their next adventure.

SIMONA CAPISANI
GUEST WRITFR

A week before the start of my
final year of college, a few of my
friends reunited to catch some of
the last rays of summer. It had
been almost a year since we had
seen each other, a time gap dictated
by our diverse journeys with study
abroad programs. I ran reels of
memory tape of my past semester
in Florence while realizing I was
once again on the sands of Pacific
Beach.
As we shared experiences and
attempted to put the unexplainable
adventures of life in Europe into
words, I happened to notice the
shirt my compatriot was wearing.
It was a Totally Rad Environ
ment Enthusiast club shirt from
years past, a lasting relic of a
school group I had never joined.
Up to this point, I had a track
record of avoiding school activi
ties. Even in high school, my at
tentions remained tied to school
work, sports teams and outside
extracurriculars revolving around
the ocean or the art studio.
Our conversation turned to
the shirt and we wondered if an
environmental group still existed
at USD. Inspired, we began throw
ing around ideas and decided to
follow up once school began.
What happened next can only

be described as a rapid blossom
ing. As I reconnected with a few
teachers, I was told that there was
a scattering of other students inter
ested in forming an environmental
group on campus. Unaware of the
bureaucratic processes that is
behind founding an Associated
Students club, my new acquain
tances and I began recruiting
names and interest.
With a list of promised inter
est and e-mail addresses, I began
my education with the intricacies
of starting a group at our uni
versity. My previous lack of in
volvement had sheltered me from
various procedures and loopholes
required to get things moving on
campus.
1 believe that if this project
had been attempted in any other
year, it would not have gained the
support and rapid success that it
had this year. Perhaps this is due
to it being in the year of "going
green," which is an inspiration for
both trendy T-shirts and activism.
I believe that this "rapid blossom
ing" also sprang from the connec
tions made between the members
of this group.
For the most part, the group
was a patchwork of newly formed
acquaintances brought together
by a common interest in inspir
ing change in the daily choices we
make. Almost instantly, our meet

ings expanded into barbeques and
camping trips, turning acquain
tances into close friends.
If you participated in a Bike
to School Day or attended a
brainstorming barbeques session,
you surely experienced the tre
mendous energy and joy exuded
by our group. This joy made us
willing to get up early and blast
music from iPod speakers while
cycling along the glistening San
Diego river.
One Sunday, our excite
ment helped us paint cardboard
boxes white with neon recycling
signs in an alleyway before put
ting them all over campus early
the next morning.
Within a semester, a closeknit group of friends was created
of both students and supporting
faculty, and the name TREE was
paraded around by AS presiden
tial candidates and administrators
alike. Most of us are seniors, but
we hope to leave behind a legacy
of student involvement. What I
discovered seems so simple, but I
believe it can very easily be over
looked by students caught in the
day-to-day commitments of their
busy lives.
If you have any interest or
desire to initiate change, you just
need to begin talking to those
around you. Rather than com
plaining to your roommates about

the general apathy of your sur
roundings, you can go into your
community and discover other
passionate individuals amongst
the majority.
I believe that the friends I have
made through TREE and over the
course of my whole college expe
rience are gems that captured and
reflected the sunlight so that they
caught my imagination amidst the
sands of the larger community.
As we near the last day of our
college career, these realizations
have only become more poignant.
We each are about to embark on
separate adventures, but I believe
we will carry these experiences
with us. In our efforts to educate
others, we have learned the need to
be creative in order to reach out to
those with opposing viewpoints.
Some of us hope to continue
to work together promoting the
necessity for a sustainable life
style through our involvement
with ThinkGreenLiveClean.com,
a website created by one of the
members of TREE and dedicated
to reaching out to young adults
about these matters. Others will be
doing work with the Peace Corps,
while some of us are planning to
move on to graduate or law school.
Whatever the next steps are, we
can draw upon this final year of
college and rerun the memory
reels we have formed together.

SYDNEY MCRAE
GMFST WRITFR

I transfered to USD. It was an
accident that I stumbled across our
campus. 1 was looking for SDSU
when I typed in our web address,
but after looking through the site I
fell in love with the school.
The first time I stepped foot
on campus, I saw the banners pro
moting values and ideals crucial
to the university. The qualities on
the banners were ones I connected
with and they drew me in. My
first year at USD, I was involved
with the club water polo team, the
United Nations Club and the Col
lege Republicans.
I had always wanted to join
student government in high school,
but did not have the time, so I de
cided to run for vice president of
programming at USD. I had never
done anything with programming
or student government before, so
I was a little nervous when I was
elected. My year as vice president
of programming was fantastic, and
I knew I wanted to be on the As
sociated Students team again, but
I was not sure what position to run
for. After careful consideration, I
decided to run for president.
Serving as AS president has
been one of the best experiences
of my life. It has challenged me in
so many ways. My position helped
me learn the importance of multi
tasking. I came to understand how
to balance my school load, my
responsibilities with AS and my
personal life.
I treasure the people this posi
tion allowed me to meet and how
it really helped me understand the
behind-the-scene aspects at USD.
After three amazing years on
campus, I feel that everyone I have
come in contact with, whether
they are students, faculty, staff or

alumni, they embody those quali
ties displayed all over campus.
I regret that I only had three
years instead of the traditional
four at USD, but it forced me to
make the most out of my time
here. I joined a sorority and par
ticipated in various extracurricular
activities. Oddly enough, it has
not really hit me yet that my time
is almost up. As sad as I am to
leave USD behind, I believe these
past years will help me in the next
chapter of my life.
Next semester, I will be
heading to George Washington
University to achieve my Masters
in Public Administration. I would
like to work for the government
and someday hopefully run for
a federal office. With that said, I
would like to thank the student
body for all the support this year
and allowing me to be a student
leader. The best of luck to the
class of 2009.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Seniors
Alejandro Cervantes, Kate
Mernardo, and Maile Cubago; Cervantes and mem
bers of filipino Student
Ugnayan
Organization;
senior Simona Capisani;
Capisani in Italy; senior
Sydney McRae; seniors
Anna Leyrer and McRae.

Giovanni Gonzales
Hometown: Santa Fe, N.M.
Major: International Relations/
History
Minor: Italian
Program: Peace Corps volunteer
Location: Central Asia

Courtney McGowan
Hometown: Santa Barbara, Calif.
Major: English
Program: Teach for America
Location: Chicago, 111.

Jesse Aizenstat
Hometown: Santa Barbara, Calif.
Major: Political Science
Program: Learning Arabic and
blogging on the Lebanese elec
tion: bloggingthecasbah.com
Location: Beirut, Lebanon
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Kaitlin Pearl
Perry,
over and out
The end of the beginning
and the beginning of the end
is really confusing, both gram
matically and in real life. Being
halfway done with college is
quite eye-opening and breath
taking in a really bad way. I
feel like there is so much ahead
of me in the next year alone
that attempting to fathom how
much I have ahead of me in the
next 80 or so years gives me the
spins (and that has nothing to
do with the fact that I'm writing
this on Cinco de Mayo).
A big part of moving on
with my life is moving up in
the little crazy world that is
The Vista. Next year I will no
longer be putting together the
Arts & Culture section. My new
title will be associate editor,
and I'm pretty excited about
it. But there's something about
having my own little corner
of a newspaper to organize,
and something about getting
compliments on a section that
I worked my ass off for, that
makes me feel like I'm making
a name for myself at USD.
When I got this position
as a freshman I was a tad over
whelmed. I was in charge of
contacting publicists for actors
and musicians, some of which
I've admired for years, and
I was in charge of assigning
stories to writers and laying out
five to six pages in one night. It
was kind of a big deal. 1 mean,
I was surrounded by seniors;
21-year-old kids that were
always talking about going to
the bars. 1 was still talking about
these cool parties that happened
at Grossmont.
But as I grew comfortable
in my small body surrounded
by all these big people, in both
status and stature, I grew com
fortable with the ideas I had for
the A&C section, concerning
both stories and layout. This
little Arts & Culture corner has
been my pride and joy for four
semesters, and I will be sad to
see it go.
However, I'm just as sad
to see the senior staff members
go. Liz, Ashley, Ryan, Peter,
Ray, Gio and Marissa, you
guys made this year incred
ibly ridiculous, silly, wild and
productive. I loved working
with all of you and I'm terri
fied about what next year will
be like without each of your
respective presences.
Except now that I think
about it, I'll probably get more
stuff done without watching the
Peter vs. Ryan dance competi
tions and Marissa and Ashley's
YouTube workout sessions.
Peter, thank you for fish tacos.
A&C columnists, thanks for
helping me fill space. And to all
of you guys so greatly moved
by my column, thanks for put
ting it up on your fridge.

kperry@usdvista"

Talk Trekkie to me: Director J.J. Abrams chats
to The Vista about his new movie "Star Trek"
KAITLIN PERRY
A&C FDITOR

J.J. Abrams, executive pro
ducer of "Lost" and "Fringe," has
a newly finished project coming
out this summer, and it's surround
ed by much buzz. "Star Trek," one
of 2009's biggest summer block
busters, has been rejuvenated by
Abrams and his team, who spiced
it up with a young cast, big-time
special effects and an in-depth sto
ryline that delves into the origins
of the classic characters. Abrams
graciously answered the questions
of college students from all over
the country, letting them into his
mind, which some consider to be
the mind of a genius.
Q: How was your relationship
with the studio, who gave you a
huge budget to bring an old fran
chise back to life, when it came to
creative control over the project?
JA: My guess is that any studio is
bottom line driven and any studio
looks to exploit the properties they
own and take advantage of what
they've already got and maximize
the potential that they have. None
of what I just described has a cre
ative bone in it, meaning the drive
to make money is one thing and
the desire and passion to create
something creatively worthwhile
is another. Of course, in the best
of all worlds, they go together and
they become one incredibly pow
erful idea.
Case in point, Christopher
Nolan and the Batman films.
Warner Brothers wanted to take
their comic book franchises, es
pecially Batman, and maximize
that and make a ton of money.
What they were brilliant enough
to do was enlist Christopher Nolan
whose passion for Batman is unri
valed. So his skill and filmmaking
prowess combined with Warner
Brothers' desire to do it right and
to make a buck [created] this sort
of perfect combination of both
filmmaking passion and business
desire. Paramount knew they were
going to do "Star Trek," that they
couldn't do it on the cheap, and
they knew...they had to do it and
just blow it up and do something
brand new.
If 1 had gone to them and
asked to do it, I don't know if I
would have gotten that kind of
support. But they came to me,
asked me if I wanted to produce
a new version of "Star Trek," and
as someone who was not a fan of
it to begin with I felt like I was
probably the wrong guy to do it.
I don't have that passion for it but

Director J,J. Abrams directs the cast in the Star Ship Enterprise.

I'm very interested in the idea of
creating a version of "Star Trek"
that does appeal to me. So I called
the writers that I have worked with
before, both of which are fans of
"Star Trek," and I called my pro
ducing partners and we just started
working on the story together. And
I found myself falling in love with
it. And by the time we had a script
and I read it, I just thought "Holy
shit, this movie is everything I
love about movies."
It's passionate, it's funny, it's
exciting, it's got great action, it's
intimate, it's emotional, it's got
huge spectacle, it's optimistic.
And I thought, "Maybe if I want
non-fans of 'Star Trek' to see the
movie maybe a non-fan of 'Star
Trek' should direct it." And my
love for it was about the script,
about these characters, and that
was something that the studio sup
ported and they gave us the budget
to do it.
Of course, it's less money than
we had for "MI3" and it's about 10
times more ambitious of a shoot,
so we had to use every trick and
technique that I had learned in
doing television to bring this thing
to the screen. It was all about sort
of clever corner-cutting, you know,
putting everything on the screen.

Q: What aspects of the chemistry
of the cast of the original series did
you seek to recreate in this film?
JA: To me it was important to take
the spirit of "Star Trek" which,
again, I never really got into
when I was a kid, it never really
worked for me. But I've come
to understand it and appreciate
it and see what the fuss is about.
And I think that the key element
is the characters. There are these
terrific characters at the core. And
[I didn't want] the actors to do im
personations of the original actors
but to bring their own stuff to it.
But that was the beginning. Sec
ondly, I love the optimism of the
world that Gene Roden berry cre
ated. For people who don't know
about "Star Trek" or for fans who
do, the idea that it's a vision of our
future in which we're alive, we're
collaborating across racial lines,
political lines, religious lines, that
there is this inherent optimism for
this world that I think some would
say is naive.
I think it's actually incredibly
refreshing. Finally, I think that the
sense of humor and adventure that
the original promised were always
limited in resources, so they were
never able to deliver the kind of
adventure that the show often

discussed. And because discus
sion was cheap, there was a lot of
discussion in the early shows. This
version of "Star Trek" is a very
different animal. It's much faster
paced, sexier, I think even funnier
and more adventure-delivering
than what they were allowed to do
in the past.
Q: The film looks into the origins
of the characters. Do you think
longtime fans will appreciate this
added dimension to the characters
that they have come to know and
love? How do you think they will
react to it?
J A: Yeah, it does. One of the
things that I knew that we needed
to avoid was the prequel dilemma.
For example, with the "Star Wars"
movies, I don't care how exciting
and suspenseful and dangerous
seeming that sequence is. I know
that Ewan McGregor lives be
cause I've seen Alec Guiness play
the same part later. That's true of
any prequel.
We came up with a story
device that eliminated that prob
lem, but essentially we have our
own unique timeline. 1 think that
the fans of the show are going to
and, have in my experience, been
See ABRAMS, page 14
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"Transformers 2" star Tyrese Gibson recollects
childhood memories with Optimus Prime
RYAN PLOURDE

OPINION FDITOR

Tyrese Gibson, star of "Trans
formers 2: Revenge of the Fallen,"
the much anticipated sequel to
2007's "Transformers," is con
tinuing his streak of box office
stardom. The outspoken star took
some time out of his schedule to
answer some questions from col
lege students around the country.
Q: How has the action hero genre
changed since your childhood,
particularly with "Transformers
2"?

Tyrese Gibson: It's just kind of
crazy how advanced everything
is. You know, the big action
scenes and drama in films back
in the day, you know, they had
so many limitations compared to
now. I mean, sometimes you can't
tell the difference from explosions
in the film that's live action over
what's in computer graphics. I
know the process of filming this
movie was crazy. You had to run
from a bunch of stuff that wasn't
there and whatever else. It was
like, Optimus Prime is going to be
here, this is going to be there and
you just kind of like, whoa.
Q: Did you do a lot of preparation
for this role like you did in the first
"Transformers"? Any boot camp?
TG: Yeah, we definitely got some
boot camp in. It wasn't nearly as
long of a boot camp because, again
a lot of the same guys came back.
I had to do a lot more training on
the cadence, the stuff I have to say
while I'm communicating with all
these big bombs and explosions
and all of these big action scenes
are happening. You know, I've
got to know, "We are Alpha 273
degrees nine minutes North lati
tude," I guess all of that real crazy
talk that you have to do.
Q: How do you handle having to
act with something that's not vis
ible?
TG: Well sometimes the robot
that was on the set was actually a

Above: Optimus in his prime. Below: Tyrese Gibson as Sergeant Epps.

big tall stick that was like 15 to 30
feet high and it had a green tennis
ball on the top of it. And so I say
to people, sometimes it's better to
do a scene with a pole and a tennis
ball than it is to do it with some of
these actors I've had to work with
in the past, and I won't say any
names. So you know, sometimes
you're doing the scene it's like,
"man, could I get a stick and a
ball right now? Jesus." But listen,
at the end of the day, this whole
acting thing is all a game of make
believe, you know what I mean?
Q: What does it feel like to be part
of a film series that has had such a
popular cult following in the past,
and how familiar you were with
the "Transformer" series prior to
taking on the role in both films?
TG: Listen, I was that kid in my
drawers with Lucky Charms bowl
of cereal watching the "Trans
formers" every time they came
on. And for me it's almost like a
childhood dream to be a fan of
a cartoon and the toys and then
grow up and actually be acting in
the same movie.
Q: Fans believe that Michael Bay
is a very intense, very energetic di

rector to work with. What are your
thoughts on this?
TG: Michael Bay is demanding all
across the board. It's definitely not
a rumor. But the thing is, I've been
on the set when I've dealt with
directors that are very relaxed,
trying to be everybody's friend
and whatever. And you never get
anything done. We got the biggest
movie ever done, and normally
something like this would prob
ably take 145 days - he shot the
whole sequel to "Transformers" in
100 days. I respect how he keeps
everybody on edge because it
makes you perform at the highest
level. When you see him operat
ing at that level, it makes you step
your game up.
Q: Were there any problems or
mishaps on set?
TG: Yeah, there was one moment
on the set that was crazy. We were
filming a big huge fire bomb ex
plosion scene and a big important
piece of the set caught on fire. I
tell you, Michael flipped out and
we were all rushing to put the fire
out. They had the fire department
and everybody rushing because,
you know, when you're doing

these films, it's all about continu
ity, okay. And so everything has to
look the same or the whole shot
is ruined. So there was this piece
of this set that was damn near in
every shot and this piece of the set
caught on fire. And then the build
ing that was right next to it caught
on fire, it was crazy.
Q: You said you were a fan of the
cartoons growing up. What was

it like getting the opportunity to
work with Optimus Prime?
TG: We love Optimus. Optimus is
my favorite. When I first seen the
first one and he said,"I'm Optimus
Prime." I was like, yo. Like, you
talking about chills going through
my body, you know, with Peter
Cullins voice coming out of them
characters, man, I mean, it's just
crazy. What an honor, man, what
an honor.

"(500) Days of Summer" gives viewers a story about love

"(500) Days of Summer" is set to hit theaters July 17.

KAITLIN PERRY

A&C EDITOR
The summer season provides a
multitude of summer blockbusters
to choose from. With "Star Trek"
and "Transformers 2" taking up
most commercial time, many TV
viewers have yet to be exposed to
the other film that has people talk
ing, "(500) Days of Summer."
"If you're looking for some
thing a little less timpani drums
and blood, and more Joy Division

and kissing, this is it," Joseph
Gordon-Levitt, one of the stars of
the film, said.
"(500) Days of Summer" is a
film about Tom Hansen's (played
by Gordon-Levitt) search for
where his year-and-a-half long
love affair with Summer Finn
(played by Zooey Deschanel) went
wrong. Alhough it sounds like a
typical romance flick, it's not.
"'(500) Days of Summer'
doesn't so much avoid cliches as it
kind of walks right up to them has

a conversation with them, and sort
of follows some of them and devi
ates from others," Gordon-Levitt
said.
The film is unique in that it is
what co-writer Scott Neustadter
calls "an anatomy of a romance.
Equal parts autobiography and
fantasy. There's music and danc
ing, split screens, narrators and a
cartoon bird. The one thing there
isn't is irony."
The film goes back and forth
in time, examining the ins and outs
of Tom and Summer's relation
ship, all from Tom's point of view,
and all while balancing on the line
between magic and reality. The
film forgets no detail, from the
clothes to the set to the script to
the music, and the music is where
the buzz lies.
Neustadter believes that every
relationship has a soundtrack, as
songs are a great way to express
' feelings that may be hard to articu
late.
"Both Tom and Summer have

what I consider to be very good
taste in music," Deschanel said.
"More than anything [the film] is
saying that these are sort of how
we present ourselves to the out
side world. Music isn't just some
thing to be inspired by...our taste
in music is a way that we express
ourselves. The way we commu
nicate with others is partially our
tastes. It was nice to work on a set
where music was a very big part
of it."
The film's
greatest appeal
to viewers may be how easy it
is to relate to. It was written by
two men who experienced feel
ings similar to Tom's character's,
thus resulting in a sincere script
put into action by a sincere actor,
Gordon-Levitt, who also could
relate to Tom.
"The larger than life moments
in the movie...all come from a
sincere point of view," GordonLevitt said. "Even the most sur
real parts, like the dance number.
Because I know how it feels when

you finally got to be with the girl
that you've had a crush on for so
long, and it feels like that. What
it looks like to an objective eye
is someone maybe smiling to
themselves while walking down
the street, but what it feels like is
a dance number. And there you
have kind of the summary of what
'(500) Days of Summer' is. It's
more about how it feels.
The film's
poster says,
"This is not a love story. This is
a story about love." "(500) Days
of Summer" is a unique twist on
the modern love story, with its
own style and original portrayal
of the way the mind works when
it thinks it's in love. If the excit
ing prospect of seeing something
heartwarmingly original hasn't
lit your fire, maybe some of the
bands on the soundtrack will: The
Smiths, Black Lips, Spoon, Wolfmother, Simon & Garfunkel, Feist
and Bell & Sebastian. Sold.
"(500) Days of Summer" is
set to hit theaters July 17.
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J J. Abrams shares behind-the-scenes of his new flick
ABRAMS, continued
thrilled not only to see their
characters live again but to see
how and why these characters
came together in a way that I think
is incredibly fun and entertaining.
If you've never seen "Star
Trek" it's a perfect point of entry
because you don't need to have
known anything, seen anything,
heard anything to get on board.
The tightrope we knew we had to
walk was to take that incredibly
vocal, passionate but ultimately
minority of moviegoers fan base
and honor them. These are people
who for however many years, in
some cases 43, have loved this
story and these characters, so we
could not slap them in the face.
We had to honor them, respect
them and show our gratitude. On
the other hand, it's a small group
of people and we want to make
a movie for the rest of us. The
idea was tell a story that from
the ground up is accessible to the

audience, relatable, fun, sexy, en
tertaining, hopefully a thrill ride,
and if you're already a fan then
you get tons of rewards in refer
ences, in scenes and things that
you always wanted to see, never
got to see, things you get to see
again. Our ambition was to work
for both fans of "Star Trek" and
people like myself who are not.
Q: A lot of the cast members,
especially John Cho, Simon Pegg
and Tyler Perry, are really known
for their comedic roles in past
films. Is "Star Trek" going to have
a comedic side to it?
JA: Star Trek has been parodied
so many times, so I knew if we
did not have a sense of humor
built into this movie then we
were going to get laughed at.
The people would find a way to
sort of take a serious version and
just disregard it. The key for me
was in casting the movie to make
sure that we had actors with a
great sense of humor. Simon Pegg

was a no-brainer because I had
worked with him before and just
adore him. But Zachary Quinto
is insanely funny. Chris Pine has
a huge sense of humor. John Cho
is obviously off the charts funny.
Eric Bana, who plays a bad guy,
used to be a standup comic in Aus
tralia before he got into movies.
Bruce Greenwood who plays Pike
is kind of the dad, you know, the
sort of father figure in the movie.
There is no one more absurdly
funny than that man. It was just
a wonderful thing to allow the
natural spark, that sense of humor
to, kind of through osmosis, seep
into the movie, but even tangibly
in text be part of the script.
Q: How do these kind of "out
there" ideas for television shows
develop in your head to become
concrete?
JA: Essentially everything devel
ops in a different way and with
"Lost," it started with that idea of
plane crash survivors and I thought

the version that would be interest
ing to me would be if where they
landed wasn't just an island and
that what you would discover was
that there was a hatch and there
was a whole history to the island
and this place. And what it meant
to the characters was not what you
would expect. "Fringe" came out
of discussing with Alex Kurtzman and Bob Orci what would be
a show we would love to watch.
And we were all influenced by
things like the "Twilight Zone,"
"X-Files," "Night Stalker," the
Kronenberg movies, "Altered
States." There were certain things
that we loved and you just kind
of think what's the thing that you
want to see, and that to me is the
key to developing any story as
well as you can.
Q: How involved are you with
"Lost"?
JA: My involvement in "Lost" is
practically nonexistent. During
the first season I left "Lost" to go

do "Mission Impossible" and then
"Cloverfield" and "Fringe" and
"Star Trek." So I've been busy
with other projects while Damon
Lindelof, with whom I created
the series, has stayed with Carl
ton Cuse and Jack Bender who's
the directing producer. They've
basically been writing the show
like, crazy brilliantly. So I watch
the show now almost more like a
viewer than a producer because
their involvement is complete and
my involvement is basically zero.
In terms of the end game, one of
the genius decisions that Damon
had was to basically coerce ABC
into giving us an end date so that
he would know how fast to run.
Damon basically convinced ABC
to say okay, six years and you're
out, which allowed them to start
to kind of reverse engineer the
storytelling to know where and
how the show was going to end.
They have a great ending, it's a
spectacular end, I'm sure things
will adjust as they go.

Newport Beach Film Festival recap and movie review
"Nancy Drew."
"Lymelife" is out now and
playing at the Hillcrest Cinemas.

I got the chance to attend the
Newport Beach Film Festival,
which ran from April 23 - 30. This
year was the 10 year anniversary
of the festival, and featured over
400 films. I saw seven. For a col
lege student living about 90 min
utes from the festival, I thought
that was a respectable amount.
Regardless, here is the review of
the seven films that I saw .
1. "Lymelife"
"Lymelife" was the opening
night film for the festival, and
was probably my favorite film
out of all the ones I saw. It's a
basic coming-of-age story with a
great ensemble cast, starring Rory
Culkin, Kieran Culkin, Alec Bald
win, Cynthia Nixon, Jill Hennesy,
Timothy Hutton and Emma Rob
erts. Rory Culkin is in love with
his neighbor, played by Roberts,
whose father has Lyme disease.
Set in the '70s, the dark comedy
grapples not only with the themes
of young love and sickness, but
with infidelity, family flaws and
the American dream.
The acting was superbly done
in this film; Baldwin nailed his
role as the powerful businessman,
without drawing too closely to his
"30 Rock" character. The Culkin
brothers are outstanding; Kieran's
role is smaller than Rory's, but
whenever the two of them are on
screen together you can't help but
smile because the chemistry is so
natural and genuine.
The biggest surprise of the
film is how great of an actress
Roberts is. I know she has Hol
lywood blood in her, but I also
put her in the Miley Cyrus/Jamie
Lynn Spears category, so I didn't
expect much of a performance.
I think she's going to be shed
ding her tween image very soon
once this movie is out. Goodbye

2."Spooner"
What attracted me to "Spoon
er" in the first place was a) the fact
that the trailer featured Goddamn
Electric Bill, and b) that it starred
Matthew Lillard (of "Scooby-Doo"
"fame"). When I saw his name, I
had to read it again, because hon
estly, what has this guy done since
starring in a handful of late '90s
high school rom-com's as Fred
die Prinze Jr.'s ever faithful but
dopey sidekick? I was intrigued,
so "Spooner" it was.
Lillard plays Herman Spooner,
who is coming up on 30 and still
living at home with his parents
while reluctantly working as a car
salesman. Spooner is awkward, to
say the least, and seems to have
a Forrest Gump-esque mentality.
Spooner's life seems to be pretty
bleak, his parents have given him
a move-out deadline on his birth
day, and his boss has threatened
to fire him if he doesn't bring his
numbers up. His worries all take a
backseat when Spooner meets the
girl of his dreams, played by the
adorable Nora Zehetner. The two
share sweet moments and conver
sation over the course of two days,
until she tells Spooner that she is
leaving to go teach in the Philip
pines.
I loved this movie; it was
sweet and simple, and had a great
soundtrack. There is no release
date yet, but hopefully it will come
out sometime within 2009.
3. "World's Greatest Dad"
I think with all festivals, there
are always those offbeat movies
that you end up seeing. "World's
Greatest Dad" was the one for me.
Taking the term "black comedy"
to a whole new level, "World's
Greatest Dad" starred Robin Wil
liam's as a failing novelist and
single dad whose son dies in a
freak accident, how he deals with
the aftermath of the situation and
the ridiculous turn of events that
ensue. I love me some Robin Wil
liams, but this movie is not going

to be for everyone. The humor is
extremely foul and perverse and
it's hard to like any one character
throughout the film. For those that
like twisted humor, this is the film
foryou. Otherwise, this movie will
leave you feeling a little unsettled
after viewing.
"World's Greatest Dad" will
be released August 21.
4. "Into Temptation"
Another one of my favorite
films of the festival! After realiz
ing that I wouldn't get to see my
first choice at 4 p.m., I popped
into "Into Temptation," and I am
so glad I did.
Jeremy Sisto stars as a priest
in a poor parish, going about his
routine until a beautiful prostitute
(Kristin Chenoweth) walks into
his confessional and tells him she
is going to kill herself on her birth
day. The next 90 minutes follow
Sisto as he tries to track down the
woman, going into a world far
removed from the parish. He liter
ally goes "into temptation," talk
ing to hookers and visiting adult
shops.
There is no release date yet
for "Into Temptation."
5. "Easy Virtue"
A British period piece star
ring Colin Firth? How original.
But nonetheless, true, and suffice
it to say, quite well done.
"Easy Virtue" stars Jessica
Biel as a sassy young American
woman who marries the only son
of an uptight British family, and
the culture collision that ensues
when he brings her home.
The first half of the film
bored me, mostly due to Biel's
annoying chipper attitude and the
immaturity of the son. As the film
went on, the plot got a little more
intense and once Biel seemed to
calm down a little, so did I. While
I didn't love this film, I did like
it. It was entertaining and fun, and
had a few laughs sprinkled in.
"Easy Virtue" will be released
May 22 in select theaters.
6. "A Film With Me In It"
"A Film With Me In It" was

Newport Beach Film Festival logo.
the "Irish Spotlight" film of the
festival, and I went into it with
no idea what it was about, yet
was pleasantly surprised. Another
"black comedy" about two out
of work friends (one a filmmaker
and one an actor), who must deal
with the accidental deaths that oc
curred in their flat. It's pretty much
the worst day ever, with comedic
outcomes.
The violence in this film is
quite graphic, but also extremely
theatrical and hilarious. Along the
lines of the humor found in "Death
At A Funeral," except perhaps a
bit darker, "A Film With Me In It"
was surprisingly delightful.
Unfortunately, this film has no
plans to be released in the United
States anytime soon.
7. "The Brother's Bloom"
I was lucky enough to be able
to see this film last fall at the San
Diego Film Festival, and a second
time last week. "The Brother's
Bloom" is probably my favorite
film of the year, and I can't wait

CARRIE WIDDER/THE VISTA

to talk to more people who have
seen it once it arrives in theaters
this month.
The film is about two brothers
who are world-famous con-men,
until one brother decides he's had
enough and wants instead, "an un
written life." They go on one last
con, to swindle a beautiful but so
cially inept millionairess, played
by the wonderful Rachel Weisz.
The two brothers are played
by Adrian Brody and Mark Ruffolo. Both deliver excellent perfor
mances, but Ruffolo really takes it
away. He creates the character of
Stephen Bloom as a likeable badguy; he's witty, sharp and tough,
yet has a soft spot for his younger
brother.
Brody, as the younger brother
Bloom, is the perfect antithesis
to Ruffolo's loud character. He's
quiet, thoughtful and charming.
Any girl is crazy if she doesn't
walk out of the movie completely
in love with him.
"The Brothers Bloom" will
be out May 29.
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Fashion Weekly
"A Fitting Goodbye"
"Beware of all enterprises that
require new clothes"
Henry David Thoreau

Senior year sentimentality
has set in, stylishly. And sitting
here writing my final article as
The Vista's fashion columnist I am
poised, and posed, to reflect.
There are defining "firsts" in
your first year of college. USD
goes to a lot of trouble to create
the official rights of passage, from
Torero Days to student ho-downs

(which, by the way, is just about
the most nonsensical thing I can
think of for defining a Southern
California college experience).
But, my first week here at school
at the University of San Diego was
marked by something different. I
liquidated my leftover graduation
money for a bright green Juicy
Couture track jacket. 1 subscribed
to a personal philosophy of "the
clothes make the man" (it was my
pre-feminist days). It was what I
considered to be the first step to
becoming a true USD girl. While
I may have been poor, liberal and
brunette, in my mind I would no
longer be marginalized to the
realm of obscurity!
I was pretty smug in my
snazzy new jacket up until the first
time it rained. Trading in my usual
North Face coat I stepped into my
first big San Diego drizzle, pulled
up my hood, and discovered it
only covered three-fourths of
my head. Soaking wet and sad I

learned a valuable lesson that day
- terrycloth is a good material for
towels, not water resistance. But,
more than that, I learned about
change and about remaining true
to yourself.
Although I'm a transcendentalist on most levels, I'm afraid I
don't agree with the leading state
ment from my old friend,Thoreau.
Clothing can outwardly mark the
changes we all experience through
out our lives. Our personal self is
constantly in negotiation through
out our lives and our outward (and
outerwear) selves are no different.
But there are certain things from
our past that we should hold on to
that help us weather the storms in
our lives.
As we become more sure
about the person inside, we are
less concerned with our outer self
matching others, and are more
concerned with it matching who
we are. There is no reason we
can't mix parts of our being like

we mix our accessories. A couture
cross-section of new and old is
the first mark of someone with
personal style and personality. No
one should be limited to a self that
doesn't fit them to avoid judgments
of "selling out," or have to pretend
to be someone they are not. I've
learned a lot about myself since
freshman year, and a lot about
dressing myself as well.
Fashion is the world's most
ephemeral art. Through two years
of writing and producing some
thing semi-permanent about some
thing altogether fleeting I have
had to come to grips with change.
Styles are like college relation
ships; most of the time finite, but
with experiences that leave lasting
marks on who we are. They come
and they go - and, if it wasn't for
incriminating photography, even
tually continue only in memory.
A stylish so-long. Thanks
USD, it's been fashionably fun,
and fabulous.

Chatting with the director of "Gigantic"
OLIVIA BURD
STAFF WRITFR

"Gigantic": just another indie
film or time well spent? Gigantic
was directed and co-written by
Matt Aselton and stars Paul Dano,
Zooey Deschanel and John Good
man.
Dano plays Brian Weathersby,
a weary soul who sells mattresses
in an obscure factory room.
He meets Harriet "Happy"
Lolly (Deschanel) when her father
(Goodman), a crotchety old man
with a gay assistant, purchases
a $14,000 mattress from Brian's
work.
The premise of the conflict is
hilarious in and of itself, but seri
ous issues make the film dramatic
as well. It is a movie of obsession:
their obsession with having sex
in public, Brian's obsession with
adopting a baby from China and
Happy's obsession with finding a
new career path every year. The
Lolly family is very wealthy and
full of their own weighted bag
gage, which especially weighs on
Happy.
\\Tien Brian first
meets
Happy, she looks in pain most of
the time, and speaks so softly and
demurely that it is hard to pinpoint
her emotions, besides the obvious
fear and timidity. The two wander
around like porcelain dolls, scared
to touch each other, scared to
break.
On top of this odd relation
ship, the script is brilliant and
chock-full of witty lines. Aselton
took a break from filming in Van
couver to speak about the film.
As for Dano, "Paul came
first.. .he wasn't the easiest thing,"
Aselton said, explaining after
wards that it is not easy to find a
woman to play opposite Dano.
But then he found Zooey De
schanel. "They made intellectual
sense in a way...we walked around
New York City together Both are
very in'tuitive, fast actors."
A role was written specifically
for Goodman, who just came back
from Berlin. "I kept calling him
and bothering him," Aselton said.
Ed Asner and Jane Alexander
came onto the project because the
script was so different.
"It started with a young man
who wants to adopt a baby, creat
ing a multi-generational family."

Zooey Deschanel and Paul Dano "made intellectual sense in a way."

Dano's character is so much
younger than his brothers and
parents that "he didn't necessarily
have the childhood he wanted."
Aselton adds, "He's a bit for
saken."
Zooey's character,Happy, is a
different story. "She's as confused
as you are about her self," he said.
Every time something emotional
happens, "she runs for cover...
living in denial and not confront
ing the issues."
Aselton described Happy's re
lationship with her dad as "umbili
cal and codependent." He wanted
to show her "story of privilege."
The plot is surprising as well,
with intrigue on every corner,
and, as the tagline says, there are
always surprises. 'Shroom trips,
mysterious homeless bullies and a
fear-defying nude swim are just a
few things to expect.
Besides some lulls and con
fusing moments, the film keeps
the viewer at attention, that is if
you are sitting inside for a rainy
day. The subject matter does take
concentration and the right mood.
But the music is especially
pleasing, so if not the movie,
check out the soundtrack.
Conflicts in the movie are

ERIN HERNANDEZ
.STAFF WRITFR

"The Middle
Place"
Kelly Corrigan
The middle place, according
to Kelly Corrigan, is the place
between childhood and adult
hood. At 36 she is a writer, wife
and mother of two little girls, but
comes to realize that she has yet to
fully understand what it means to
be an adult. She says, "The thing
you need to know about me is that
1 am George Corrigan's daughter,
his only daughter." The charming
and amiable George Corrigan, also
jokingly referred to as "Greenie,"
has always had a large influence
in shaping Corrigan's view of her
self. He once tells her that she is
creative, and from that day on she
has seen herself as creative.
Her comfortable world, how
ever, undergoes dramatic changes
when she finds a lump in her
breast and the doctor diagnoses
her with cancer. Even more shat
tering, the family soon learns that
their much-loved father has cancer
as well. This memoir expresses
their shared battle against cancer
and shows the difference a strong,
loving family makes.
Wry humor, candid honesty
and compassion fill the pages of
this book, pulling the reader from
laughter to tears. Corrigan paral
lels her experiences as her parents'
child and as her children's mother
with frustration and affection. She
warmly details knowledge of the
Corrigans from her father's largerthan-life personality to the pecu
liarities of her wise child Georgia,
which both draws and invites you
into her story. The descriptions of
her family paint an intimate por
trait of her life; it felt somewhat
like a visiting relative coming to
be with the family during this dif
ficult time.
Her words not only give inspi
ration as another survival account,
but also as a unique coming of age
story. Corrigan knows that adult
hood is not something that hap
pens as soon as the child makes
the move out of the parents' home.
Rather, she sees it as an accumula
tion of years of change and under
standing. She proves herself to be
a remarkable writer as she takes
us with her on her journey down
the memory lane of her childhood
to her present. Despite everything
that she has lived through, she
does believes that she has not yet
left the middle place, an impres
sive and humbling thought.

the

Dano and Paul Goodman in a scene from "Gigantic."

Happy and Brian's individual
fears of falling apart, not from
each other but from their own
selves. Both have screwy families,
stunted maturity levels and shaky
futures.
Finding the beauty in the
mess and the courage through

middle
place
&

the fear is their saving grace. As
Brian's mom tells Happy, "Noth
ing's beyond repair."
"Gigantic" will be playing at
San Diego's Ken cinema on May
15, and will be released through
out the country through the rest of
the summer season.

Kelly
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Time for thai
Thai Village
Two years ago, one of my
friends moved into an apartment
in Pacific Beach. Mid-move we
decided to get dinner and stumbled
upon a great little Thai restaurant.
Since then, I go almost weekly,
religiously, because it is some of
the best Thai food in town and
also because it is some of the best
Thai food that I've ever had.
Thai Village is a little hole in
the wall restaurant located right
on Mission Boulevard. To the
unsuspecting eye, it doesn't look
like anything special and probably
Rachel Ray's worst nightmare,
but to me and countless other San
Diegans and tourists, Thai Village
is the place to go for cheap and
delicious food. It is owned by a
local Thai family that came from
Thailand to start a business, and
ultimately decided to start a res
taurant.
Their menu is extensive and
features the most famous of Thai
plates and my personal favorite,
Pad Thai, which is stir-fried noo
dles with vegetables, egg, tofu
and various spices served with a
lime on the side. Although there
are various renditions of Pad
Thai, Thai Village truly makes
the best in town.
Another great entree is Spicy
Thai Rice, which is rice with egg,
basil, garlic and your choice of
tofu, vegetable or meat. This dish
can be made at varying degrees of
spiciness, on a scale of 1 to 10.
One being not hot and 10 being
almost unbearable and only for
the brave. I would recommend
going for an 8, which is just
the right amount of spice and is
edible.
Thai Village also serves great
appetizers that can easily stand on
their own as an entree. My favor
ite is the fresh spring rolls and the
crab wontons. Both are equally
delicious. But if you can't choose,
then I would recommend order
ing a few appetizers as a main
course. It is a great way to sample
the delicious and diverse options
available.
With graduation less than a
month away, I find my visits to
Thai Village becoming more and
more frequent. I can easily say
that once you try Thai Village you
will never want to go to any other
Thai restaurant in San Diego.
Although the atmosphere is not
spectacular, they make up for it
with their excellent food.

"What would Joey Tribbiani do?"
Where to find some of the best deli sandwiches in San Diego
JULIE WALSH
STAFF WRITFR
If we asked ourselves the
question "What would Joey
Tribbiani do?" more often, we
might surprise ourselves as to
what treasures we would stumble
upon. I know Joey might not be
the perfect role model to strive
to follow. I mean, he's no Dalai
Lama, but when you are in search
of the perfect sandwich he might
be the better candidate. So, I morphed into Joey Tribbiani and was
delighted at the knowledge his
mindset brought. Sure, I didn't
have an ounce of a philosophical
thought, but I found three delis
that serve up a mean sandwich.
In light of summer approaching,
what better way to enjoy a sand
wich than under the San Diego
sun at the beach.
OLIVE TREE MARKETPLACE
Olive Tree Marketplace is a
small, corner market with local
specialty food items, along with
an extensive selection of beer
and wine. Peruse the aisles and
discover San Diego brews, exotic
imported beers and wines from
all over the globe. If "Two Buck
Chuck" or Natty Light just isn't
cutting it anymore, ask one of
the friendly staff to recommend
a wine or beer that will suit not
only your taste buds but also your
budget.
After sniffing out the market
scene, grab a sandwich at the deli.
Here you will find an excellent
array of specialty sandwiches
and salads. Olive Tree uses Boars
Head meats, a variety of cheeses
and fresh veggies to ensure topnotch quality. A good sandwich is

only as good as the two slices of
bread that holds it together. What
really sets an Olive Tree sandwich
apart from the rest is their freshly
baked bread; it makes all the dif
ference. To complete the picnic
lunch portrait, grab one of their
freshly baked cookies or a slice
of Julian Pie Company's world
famous pies. If Joey Tribbiani
walked into Olive Tree, I think
he would either believe he was in
sandwich heaven or pass out from
too much excitement.
VONS GROCERY STORE DELI
Everyone is familiar with
Vons, but their sandwiches at the
deli are easily overlooked.
11iterally get cravings for these
sandwiches, especially when I feel
the urge to fill the olive spread void
I find in my life from time to time.
Vons has a tempting selection of
signature sandwiches and paninis
for $5.99 that will have you drool
ing at the counter. Good news, if
you are a proud Vons Club Card
member you will receive your
eighth sandwich free.
Vons provides a wide array
of fresh veggies and spreads to
choose from, and rightfully so
considering the deli's location is
in the American Mecca of foodthe grocery store. I always create
my own sandwich and let the
sandwich artist go to town. With
all of the choices I must emit a
glow comparable to that of a kid
in a candy store. All I have to say
. is Vons signature sandwiches put
Subway sandwiches to shame.

Bill, at the Chalkboard Deli. Sit at
the bar and chat it up with Phyl
lis while Bill mans the sandwich
station. All of their sandwiches are
named after famous people and
somehow the ingredients parallel
the celebrity's personality. These
sandwiches are made in a way that
reminds me of a sandwich mom
would make. I don't know how or
why, but a sandwich always tastes
better when mom makes it. Now,
if I could only get Phyllis to write
me a cute little note to go along
with my sandwich it would be
like brown-bag lunches in second
grade all over again. If the Martha
Stewart, a traditional turkey sand
wich with kick of mango chutney,
doesn't grab your eye like it did
mine you have the option to create
your own sandwich. Choose from
the Boars Head meats and cheeses
and top it with your choice of veg
gies and spreads. Most sandwich
es I have had tend to skimp on
avocado as if they were spread
ing the sandwich with gold. At
Chalkboard they are generous
on this sandwich staple and they
won't tack on any extra charges.
Chalkboard Deli's friendly ser
vice and delicious sandwiches
makes it a local favorite and an
essential stop before a beach
day.

Mon.and Sun.
OLIVE TREE MARKETPLACE
Where: 4805 Narragansett Avenue

Ocean Beach
Phone: 619.224.0443
Online: Olivetreemarket.com

SAN DIEGO

ENTS

May 7

X:

dren and Frontline
sandiego.edu/weekends

8 p.m. 21 + $20/Adv $22/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Avenue
bellyup.com

May 9

Pullman Standard, Dakota Fish, Veronica May and Humbolt Road

Dogpatch Duo

7 p.m. 21+ $6

9 p.m. All Ages, FREE

Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk

Aromas Coffee House

canesbarandgrill.com

sandiego.edu/weekends

Steel Pulse

Bob Schneider, Jason Shannon and Charlie Mars

8 p.m. 21+$32.50-$62.50

9 p.m. 21+ $ 18/Adv $20/D0S

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Avenue

hob.com

bellyup.com

May 8

Iration
7 p.m. All Ages, $12.50 - $15
hob.com

9 p.m. $12/Adv $14/DOS
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Avenue
bellyup.com

OK Go with 10 Echo, and Jaguar Love
8 p.m. All Ages, $15-$17.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

Split Finger, Four Minutes Til Midnight and Uproot

hob.com

9 p.m. $10
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk

A Dull Science, Stereo Summer, Allstar and Play The Fox

canesbarandgrill.com

7 p.m. All Ages, $8/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard

B-Side Players with Samba Da & Upground

somasandiego.com

8 p.m. 21+$15-$37.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

o

Freedom Riders: charitable concert hosted by AS, Invisible Chil

Wavehouse, 3125 Ocean Front Walk
Lydia Pense and Cold Blood with the Buick Wilson Band

Surfrider Benefit: One Drop, Tomorrow's Bad Seeds and DJ Divel

(Between Emerald Court and Felspar
Street)
Phone: 858.270.4991
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 12 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Pacific Beach
Phone: 858.274.8819
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-5 p.m., Closed

CHALKBOARD DELI
Before heading to the
beach for the day, visit the
dynamic duo, Phyllis and

House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue

THAI VILLAGE
Where: 4618 Mission Boulevard

CHALKBOARD DELI
Where: 1146 Garnet Avenue

hob.com

May 10

Get Back Loretta with Scarlet Symphony and Guests

The Avett Brothers and Magnolia Electric Co.

7 p.m. All Ages, $9

9 p.m. 21+$20

Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard

Belly Up, 143 Cedros Ave

somasandiego.com

bellyup.com
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Dredg with Torche and Judgement Day
7:30 p.m. All Ages, $12.50 - $14.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

May 11
The Shins
7 p.m. All Ages, $28/Adv
Soma, 3350 Sports Arena Boulevard
somasandiego.com
Sundaze: DJ Cobra with GRoy and Theron and Guests
12-2 p.m. 21 +
Wavehouse, 3125 Ocean Front Walk
wavehousesandiego.com

May 13
Lucero and Black Joe Louis and the Honeybears
9 p.m. 21+$15
Belly Up, 143 Cedros Avenue
bellyup.com
RDG, Bipolar Meltdown, Vintage Black and Filtered Aggression
7 p.m. 21+$10
Canes Bar & Grill, 3105 Ocean Front Walk
canesbarandgrill.com
Moena
7 p.m. All Ages, $29.50 - $34.50
House of Blues, 1055 Fifth Avenue
hob.com

If there is anything you would like to add to the calendar, please
contact MKastner@usdvista.com.

The Vista
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Summer concert festivals for music fans

PETER CHO

MANAGING EDITOR

CARLY STUDER
STAFF WRITFR

The end of the school year
has arrived, and alongside the hot
weather come a variety of music
festivals to attend. All over the
world, various genres of music
and entertainment come together
for days at a time, providing at
tendees with the priceless experi
ence of seeing their favorite bands
one after the other. This year's
summer music festivals have some
of the best names in music on their
respective lineups, making them
worth every penny one spends
on event tickets, plane tickets and
gas.

Akron/Family

"Set 'Em Wild, Set
'Em Free"

Movement
Detroit Electronic Music Festival
May 23 - 25
Detroit, Mich.
Ticket Price: $40.
Website: DEMF.com
Movement: Detrioit's Elec
tronic Music Festival has been
providing mad beats since 2000.
It is an all-ages festival and has
capacity for 50,000 people. Some
headlining performers will be
Afrika Bombata, Bassnectar, Carl
Cox, Derrick May, Francois K,
Z-Trip and Benny Benassi.

Sasquatch! Music Festival
May 23 - 25
Gorge Amphitheatre in George,
Wash.
Ticket Prices: Mar. 2-May 10:
3-day pass $199.50, single day
ticket $66.50; May 11-May 25:
3-day pass $229.50, single day
ticket $76.50
Website: Sasquatchmusicfestival.
com
If you have not heard, Sasquatch!
Music Festival is a weekend
packed with indie rock bands,
singer-songwriters,
alternative
rock bands and hip-hop artists.
There are three separate stages
(Sasquatch, Wookie and Yeti) with
the Yeti Stage only hosting artists

from the Pacific Northwest. The
festival is presented by the House
of Blues and has an impressive
line-up. Saturday boasts Kings of
Leon, Yeah Yeah Yeahs, Animal
Collective, Bon Iver, Ra Ra Riot
and plenty more. Sunday includes
Nine Inch Nails,TV On the Radio,
Of Montreal, The Avett Broth
ers, Calexico and The Walkman.
Wrapping it up on Monday are
Ben Harper and the Relentless7,
Fleet Foxes, Explosions in The
Sky and Girl Talk, among many
others.

Addiction singer Perry Farrell as
a farewell tour for his band. The
lineup includes Depeche Mode,
Tool, The Killers, Jane's Addic
tion, Beastie Boys, Kings of Leon,
Lou Reed, Ben Harper and Relentless7, Snoop Dogg, Rise Against,
TV on the Radio, Vampire Week
end, Animal Collective, Band
of Horses, Of Montreal, Arctic
Monkeys, Coheed and Cambria,
Ben Folds, Fleet Foxes, Cold War
Kinds, Deerhunter, Ra Ra Riot,
Bat For Lashes and MSTRKRFT.

Lollapalooza
August 7-9
Chicago, 111.
Ticket Price: $190 for a 3-day
pass
Website: Lollapalooza.com
Not only is this festival fun
to say, but it also has an extensive
variety of musicians. The enter
tainment ranges from alternative
rock to hip-hop to punk-rock to
comedy to craft booths. This fes
tival was started in 1991 by Jane's

Art & Film Summer Festival Guide 2009
Summer Shakespeare Reper
tory Festival

for three months.

JUSTINE MARZONI
STAFF WRITFR

As the warm weather ap
proaches and school comes to an
end, it is inevitable that excite
ment over months of freedom is
brewing. Although a summer free
of academic reading and incoming
knowledge may sound enticing,
just because school will be out
of session doesn't mean that stu
dents will be without interesting
and cultural events to attend. The
summer of 2009 has numerous
music, arts and culture, theater
and film festivals across the nation
in store for those who are looking
to do something more than veg out

San Francisco
Arts Festival

International

May 20-31
San Francisco, Calif.
Ticket Information: Visit sfiaf.org
for more information
This festival strives each year
to promote the arts in Northern
California's Bay Area. It includes
many different events including
music, dance and visual arts. Not
only will this festival satiate the
needs of any art aficionado, but
many events within the festival
are free.

June 13 - September 27
San Diego, Calif.
Ticket Information: 619.234.5623
for prices and purchase
Balboa Park's world re
nowned Old Globe Theatre will be
hosting yet another summer filled
with Shakespearian Theater. This
year they will present "Twelfth
Night" and "Coriolanus," along
with Edmond Rostand's "Cyrano
de Bergerac." The three produc
tions will be performed in nightly
rotation in the Globe's outdoor
Lowell Davies Theatre. This festi
val is a great opportunity to enjoy
both high culture and the beautiful

San Diego outdoors.

Film Independent's Los Angeles
Film Festival
June 18-28
Los Angeles, Calif.
Ticket Information: Tickets go on
sale May 18 - visit LAfilmfest.
com for more info
Each year, the LA Film Fes
tival supports the art of film by
featuring thousands of films of
all different genres. This festival
attracts a wide spectrum of audi
ences and filmmakers from around
the world and is a hub of the film
festival circuit. Past films include
"Frozen River," "The Devil Wears
Prada" and "2 Days in Paris."

What's your favorite dance song?

Why you would put a slash
in your band's name is beyond
me. Akron/Family. Is it imply
ing you can call them Akron or
Family? Akron and Family?
Akron divided by Family?
Quibbles with name aside, I
have to say that "Set 'Em Wild,
Set 'Em Free" is one of the most
interesting albums of 2009. "Set
'Em Wild" is the fourth album
by Akron/Family, and is the first
album since the departure of
founding member Ryan Vanderhoof, who left the group to live
in a Buddhist Dharma center in
the Midwest. That's one hell of a
way to lose a member.
The first track, "Everyone
Is Guilty," puts the album off to
a confusing start, sounding like
Battles if they were freak-folk.
The song runs long, and is sooth
ing yet jarring, with a hint of
shouting tossed in the song. After
the first two minutes, things get
serious, and you shake your head
in amazement at the fact that
Akron/Family consists of three
members.
The musical ability of
Akron/Family could be com
pared to Manny Pacquiao, pound
for pound, they may be one of
the fullest sounding musical trios
I've ever heard. At times you get
a vibe sounding a bit like Broken
Social Scene, who commands a
hefty 19 members.
Standout tracks include "Ev
eryone is Guilty," which tricks
you from the start into thinking
you're listening to something
completely different from what
you're actually listening to. If
you're thinking, "that makes no
sense," you now know how I
feel about the track. Other songs
worth listening to are "Sun Will
Shine" and "Creatures," which
sees chanting mixed with elec
tronic sounds and horns.
The end of the album heads
into a mellower territory, straying
away from the lively introduction,
and tends to sound a lot like Fleet
Foxes. The entire album manages
to sound much more like a playlist than an album, as if the band
got together and said, "let's just
make good music, forget what
we're supposed to sound like."
This may just be a luxury of the
way their band is arranged, with
everyone singing and playing
multiple instruments.
Overall, I think "Set 'Em
Wild, Set 'Em Free" is continu
ing a trend of solid spring album
releases, and one can hope that
this will never end.

xrnmuxin y*
"What's the Altitude?" by Cut

"Hot in Herre" by Nelly

"Disturbia" by Rihanna

by Bonde Do Role

Chemist

Hector Zepeda '09
Communication Major

"Gasolina (Crookers Crunk Remix)"

Jennica Gama ' 11
Comm. & Spanish Major

Laura Peck '09
Silvana DelPiccolo ' 12
Comm. & Spanish Major Int'l Relations Major
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SPORTS EDITOR

SPORTS

Sports Editor: Ray Ayala
Asst. Sports Editor: Eric Ebner
rayala@usdvista.com

Baseball's postseason hopes up in the air
KIVA HERMAN
STAFF WRITFR
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USD: A rising
sports program
I will always be a Torero. I
just want to make that clear, be
cause I plan on making a yearly
pilgrimage to the Jenny Craig
Pavilion to watch the Toreros
take on Gonzaga. I challenge
anyone graduating this semes
ter to do the same. Although
the students at this school are
the heart and soul of the team,
it is important as an alumnus
that you continue to support our
athletic program.
First, I will start with the
men's baseball team. When
I first transferred to USD, I
knew that the baseball team
was something special, but
what Head Coach Rich Hill
has put together is probably the
best college baseball program
in California. Players such as
Justin Snyder, Jordan Abruzzo,
Kevin Hansen, Anthony Slama,
Ricardo Pecina, Josh Romanski,
and of course, 2008 first-round
draft pick Brian Matusz, have
entertained me with their skills.
1 never saw USD reach Omaha,
but I know after watching this
team for three years that it will
happen. For all those that have
yet to watch the baseball team,
I say skip the Padres game and
go to the Torero game. You
won't regret it.
Secondly, how about our
men's basketball team? This
season might have not been the
best in recent years, but coach
Bill Grier is bringing in a great
recruiting class, and Brandon
Johnson will be playing even
better than he was before his
injury. One of the moments I
will never forget is being a part
of the Torero crowd in Tampa
Bay, when USD made that mi
raculous run through the NCAA
Tournament. Beating UCONN
was the stepping stone USD
needed to be recognized. Now
with the help of Grier the team
figures to be competitive in the
WCC for years to come.
Finally,
men's
soccer
played an extremely tough
schedule this season and will
be competitive next season.
The same can be said for the
women's soccer team. Women's
volleyball has also been consis
tently in the top 25 throughout
my tenure at the university, and
I expect more of the same.
The student body needs to
make an effort to continue the
spirit that was shown during
winning seasons and students
need to stick with the teams
through the losing seasons as
well. The longer you wait for
victory, the sweeter it tastes.
I was always hoping that
USD would win an NCAA
National Championship while I
was at USD. I know within the
next couple of years this is not
only a possibility, but this will
happen.
1 want to conclude by
thanking everyone that worked
with me through the last year
and a half at The Vista, and all
those that have followed my
column.

The No. 28 ranked Toreros
faced West Coast Conference
opponent Loyola Marymount
University last weekend. The
Toreros were swept in a very
close match-up with the Lions.
After this series, the Toreros fell
to 27-21 overall and 10-8 in the
WCC. With the win, the Lions
improve to 29-21 overall and 12-6
in the WCC.
In the first game, USD fell
short as the Lions took the first
game 6-5 on Friday afternoon at
Paige Stadium. The Lions showed
dominance from the beginning
with a quick lead of three runs
to the Toreros' scoreless effort of
two hits. USD responded immedi
ately with an Austin Green home
run in the third inning to cut the
lead down to 3-1. LMU's lead in
creased to 6-2 in the fifth on RBI
singles by Jonathan Johnson and
TJ Bernardy. USD fell short and
could not cut LMU's lead 6-5.
On day two the Lions were
more aggressive and won the
series with ease 7-3. Similar to
game one, the Lions jumped out
to an early lead, 2-0, on a tworun homer by Ryan Wheeler. The
Toreros attempted to put on a late
rally as they loaded the bases with
a Bryan Haar double and back-toback walks by Michael Lugo and
Green. USD's efforts were not
enough to cut the four-point lead
as the Toreros fell 7-3.
James Meador led USD's
offense as he. went three-for-four
with one RBI. AJ Griffin was
credited the loss as he allowed
seven runs on 13 hits and fell to
7-3 overall on the season.
In game three the Toreros

dropped a heart breaking loss 5-4
to the Lions who swept the entire
series. With the score 4-1, advan
tage USD, LMU would score two
runs in the bottom of the sixth
inning on solo home runs by
Songco and Shon Roe to cut the
lead to one at 4-3, and give the
Lions the momentum to rally in
the ninth inning and finish out the
game with the victory 5-4. Scott
Denault (3-4) was saddled with
the loss for the Toreros, as he al
lowed two runs on one hit in 1.2
innings and his opponent Chris
Eusebio (4-4) was credited with
the win for the Lions, as LMU
defeated USD, 5-4.
With the win the Lions move
ahead of the Toreros in WCC
standings. USD now falls back
two games behind the first place
team in the race to win another
WCC championship.
The Toreros will return to
action in a non-conference match
up in Tempe, Ariz, to take on Ari
zona State University at 6 p.m on
May 5-6. The Toreros then return
home to play USF this weekend.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

(Above) Freshman outfielder Austin Green has shown patience and
power this year. (Bottom) Senior infielder Sean Nicol has improved
on last season, and is currently leading the team in stolen bases.

Softball salvages series against LMU with split
The Toreros finish their season with an 11-9 conference record
SAMANTHA CHILD
STAFF WRITER

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Junior pitcher Jen Ellenbeck completed the season with a 10-15
record. Ellenbeck will return next year as a senior for the Toreros.

The final weekend of Torero
softball did not start as well as
the girls would have liked. They
dropped two tough games on
Saturday when they lost game
one 2-0 and lost the second game
6-2 to the St. Mary's Gaels. They
are still tied for third place in the
Pacific Coast Softball Confer
ence with Loyola Marymount, St.
Mary's and Portland State.
In game one, Jennifer Ellenbeck went 6.2 innings only
allowing two hits and racking a
whopping six strikeouts.
"Knowing that Jen will be
back next season is so comforting.
Jen is a great pitcher who brings a
lot to our team," sophomore third
baseman Celeste Soto said.
With the losses, Ellenbeck
falls to 10-15 on the season. Game
one went scoreless for both teams
all through the first five innings.
There were many times that
the Toreros had runners on base
but could not complete a run. In
the sixth inning the Gaels' Jenna
Smith hit a homerun to end game
one. Senior Lindsey Fleet record
ed her ninth double of the season,
in a losing effort.
In game two of the double-

header, St. Mary's jumped out to a
lead when they scored right away
in the first and second innings.
The Toreros responded when
third baseman Soto hit a triple
out to centerfield and eventually
scored a run.
"1 knew how important it was
that we score in the inning. It was
a crucial time and Keenan did a
great job of bringing me home for
the score," said Soto.
San Diego was trying to make
a vibrant comeback in the seventh
inning, but it was too late.
On Sunday the Toreros con
cluded their season with two wins
over LMU. This was a fitting con
clusion to what many considered
a successful season.
The Toreros honored seniors
Lindsey Fleet and Kaslin Tucker.
Although the Toreros are just
losing two seniors, any loss is a
big one.
"We are going to miss our
two seniors. They each brought
something irreplaceable to the
team. We will miss them!" said
sophomore Kristen Gensler.
The Toreros did not qualify
for the postseason, but they did
improve from their slow start.
The Toreros finish
their
season with an overall record
of 21-33 and a 11-9 conference
record.

©—
Men's
basketball
brings in
help

RYAN SIDHOO
STAFF WRITFR

The Torero men's basketball
season came to an anticlimactic
end in March with a loss to Santa
Clara at the West Coast Confer
ence Tournament in Las Vegas.
Next season, the Toreros
will be a drastically different
team, starting with the departure
of First Team All-WCC center
and Torero all-time points leader,
Gyno Pomrare. Sophomores Rob
Jones and Trumaine Johnson will
not be with the team next year.
To fill the void left by these
three players, the Toreros have
new freshmen recruits coming to
campus next fall along with one
junior college transfer.

Cameron Miles/ Point
Guard/ 6-1, 160 lbs/ Dallas,
Tex.
The brother of Utah Jazz
guard, CJ Miles will provide the
Toreros with another ball handler
and will fill the void left by Tru
maine Johnson. As last season
has shown, having a true point
guard who can limit turnovers
is something that a team always
needs.
Miles should take the pres
sure off of Brandon Johnson's
ball
handling duties when
needed. Miles, who averaged
15.5 ppg, 4 apg and 2.3 spg, can
score as well as distribute the ball
and is said to have a consistent
perimeter shot.

The Vista

DANNY BROWN
STAFF WRITFR

The first round is over and
the teams that have made it to
the second round of the NBA
playoffs are now set.
The Atlanta Hawks won
their first round series against
the Miami Heat in seven games.
The seventh game was a con
vincing victory by Atlanta on
their home court.
LeBron James and the
Cleveland
Cavaliers
blew
through their first round com
petition, and have been waiting
to see who their second round
opponent would be.
Atlanta's
Joe
Johnson
picked up his scoring through
the first series of action, and will
have quite the match-up against
the best player in the NBA,
LeBron James.
In other NBA playoff
action, The Orlando Magic were
able to seal the deal without big
man Dwight Howard in game
six of their first round match-up.
Howard was suspended for game
six for an intentional elbow
thrown at the head of six-year
veteran Samuel Dalembert.
The No. 3 seed Magic have
a tough match-up with the de
fending world champion Boston
Celtics. The Celtics were able
to win their game seven against
the Chicago Bulls in what some
are calling the best series in

FLICKR/JEFFREYSIMMS

Considered one of the best
guards on the West Coast, Mackie
will provide a boost of athleti
cism to the team, and his size will
allow him to play the 1-3 posi
tions if needed. His lanky body
and athleticism should make him
a valuable asset on the defensive
end as well. Mackie has a lot of
upside but will have to develop
a more consistent shot from the
perimeter if he wants to evolve
into an elite offensive threat.

The Toreros add another Bra
zilian-born big man to their roster
for the 2009-2010 campaign.
Nicknamed "Bambu," Crescencio
picked USD over the University
of Hawaii and will help clog the
middle next season beside fellow
countryman Roberto Mafra. The
transfer from Arizona Western has
two years of eligibility left and
gives the Toreros more depth at
the forward/center position.
The combination of Mafra,
Crescencio, Manresa, Clinton
Houston and Chris Lewis should
allow head coach Bill Grier to put
together an array of line-ups that
will help the Toreros match up
with bigger and stronger teams
or smaller and quicker squads.
Crescencio averaged 13.6 ppg 7.6
rpg, and 2.3 blks per contest while
leading the Matadors to the Ari
zona Community College Athletic
Conference title.
This new set of recruits can
all make an instant impact for
the Toreros during the 2009-2010
season. Assuming Brandon John
son is granted a medical redshirt,
he will need the help of these new
players to get the team back to that
elite level. The 2009-2010 season
could be a lot like the magical
2007-2008 run the Toreros had if
the recruits play to their potential.
The Toreros have gotten
deeper and more versatile while
Gonzaga has lost Jeremy Pargo
and Josh Heytvelt. Also St. Mary's
guard, Patrick Mills has declared
for the NBA draft. The Toreros
have a good chance at making a
run for the WCC title as they are
now one of the deepest teams in
the conference.

Chris Manresa/ ForwardCenter/ 6-8, 240 lbs/ Rancho
Santa Margarita, Calif.
Manresa, who has been
called a "poor man's Kevin
Love," has the tools to become a
great big man in the WCC. His
footwork, passing ability and
back to the basket game make
him a legitimate threat on the
low block. His big frame should
allow him to grab rebounds and
hold his own as a post defender.
Look for Manresa to contribute
quickly as there is a need for a
true low-post presence after the
departure of Pomare. The only
knock on Manresa is his lack of
killer instinct.

recent playoff history. Without
Kevin Garnett, Boston will have
difficulty dealing with Orlando's
premier big man.
Kobe Bryant and the Lakers
will tip-off against Yao Ming of
the Houston Rockets that disman
tled a talented Portland Trailblazer
team. This series will have a great
match-up between opposing big
men Ming and Andrew Bynum.
The Lakers match-up more
traditionally with the Rockets with
Bynum in the starting line-up. But
also look for Lamar Odom to play
a key part in how the Lakers will
play in second round action.
Dirk Nowitzki and the re
newed Dallas Mavericks team
have a second round match-up
with Carmello Anthony and the
Denver Nuggets. Both teams were
able to win their previous series in
five games. Neither team garnered
much attention in first
round
action, but look for this second
round match-up to hold some se
rious drama.
Home court advantage tra
ditionally plays-a larger role the
deeper a team is able to go into the
NBA playoffs. Look for most of
the teams with home court advan
tage to make it out of the second
round and into the conference
finals.
If all of this holds true, the
Eastern Conference Finals Match
up will be the defending champion
Boston Celtics and the No. 1 seed
Cleveland Cavaliers.

Former Detriot Piston Chauncey Billups led his old team to a NBA Cham
pionship. Now he hopes to duplicate the feat with the Denver Nuggets.

Rafael Crescendo/ For
ward-Center/ 6-9, 200 lbs/ Ari
zona Western College

Rancifer is a prototypical
college small forward. He has
great size and can get to the
basket easily. He can finish with
both hands, which compliments
his ability to attack the paint.
Rancifer will be able to fill the
void left by Jones and contribute
right away. He should be able to
help on the glass as well due to
his tremendous athletic ability.

19

NBA second round promises drama

Jordan Mackie/ Guard/
6-4,185 lbs/ Los Angeles, Calif.
(Verbally committed)

Ken Rancifer/ Guard-For
ward/ 6-6, 180 lbs/ El Cerrito,
Calif.
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MMA looks to bounce back with Evans vs. Machida match
MOSES UTOMI
STAFF WRITFR

Chuck Liddell is done. Fol
lowing his April 18 drubbing
at the heavy hands of Mauricio
"Shogun" Rua, the career of the
UFC's winningest fighter
was
ended by the organization's presi
dent, Dana White.
"He's a huge superstar, and
we could still sell lots of tickets,"
White said."But I don't care about
that. I care about him. I care about
his health, and it's over, man. It's
over."
The Iceman had nothing to
offer the younger, faster Rua.
Shogun kept his distance, landing
kicks and overhand rights while
easily defending Liddell's long
punches. A lunging left hook and
follow-up hammer fists rendered
Liddell unable to continue, bring
ing a powerful conclusion to both
the fight and Liddell's storied
career.
The loss to Shogun marked
Liddell's fourth loss in his last
five outings. With slower reflexes
and diminished power, Liddell's
retirement had been on the discus
sion table since he lost his UFC
light heavyweight title to Quinton
"Rampage" Jackson in 2007. A
split decision loss to Keith Jardine
was somewhat overlooked with
a stellar decision victory over
PRIDE legend Wanderlei Silva,
but a brutal knockout delivered
courtesy of current light heavy
weight champion "Sugar" Rashad
Evans put Liddell's career on the
ropes.
The career of Shogun has

FLICKR/PAINNICK

Chuck Liddell is considered to be one of the greatest fighters in the history of Mixed Martial Arts, but his career seems to be winding down.

not looked as good in a long time.
After Forrest Griffin spoiled his an
ticipated UFC debut, Rua was out
for over a year with injuries. His
return to the Octagon was a disap
pointment to both the fighter and
his fans, as the Brazilian struggled
against a 44-year-old Mark Cole
man.
Despite his performance,
some questions still remain regard
ing Shogun's future in the division.
Most importantly, is the abysmal
stamina displayed against Coleman

fixed? Rua's relentless pace made
him a star in Japan, but that same
high octane style has yet to appear
after the first round of any of his
stateside bouts. The win against
Liddell, although impressive, only
showed that Shogun is a monster
in the first round.
But more than a stellar first
round will be needed to go on
a run through the UFC's hypercompetitive 205 pound division,
and Shogun won't have any easy
fights. Specifically, the two top

dogs in the division - Lyoto "The
Dragon" Machida and the afore
mentioned "Sugar" Rashad Evans
- both present the challenge of
being as equally speedy as Rua. A
rematch with "Rampage" Jackson
also remains a possibility.
Speaking of the division's
top dogs, Evans and Machida will
meet May 23 in Las Vegas as the
main event of UFC 98. The un
defeated Evans will look to make
his first title defense since stop
ping former champion and The

Ultimate Fighter winner Forrest
Griffin. Machida, also undefeated,
has looked more impressive with
each win. After dominating Tito
Ortiz last May, the karate fighter
destroyed
formerly
unbeaten
prospect Thiago Silva, stopping
him in the first round. The bout
will mark the first time that two
undefeated fighters have met for
a UFC title and the clash between
counter-strikers should make for
an explosive, if initially hesitant,
showdown.
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